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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this MA thesis is to analyse the function of the comic elements in 

several post-conflict Northern Irish plays that deal with the legacy of the Troubles. This thesis 

stems from the hypothesis that the approach towards the armed conflict has changed during 

the 20 years of peace and has allowed playwrights to offer comical perspectives that not only 

critically engage with the issue, but at the same time help both sides of the conflict deal with 

the remaining trauma caused by it. The thesis provides a close reading of four Northern Irish 

plays which have achieved a considerable critical acclaim. The four plays chosen for the 

purpose of this MA thesis are: Tim Loane’s comedies Caught Red Handed (2002), produced 

by the Tinderbox Theatre Company, and first performed in 2002 as a site-specific piece at the 

Northern Bank Building in Belfast; To Be Sure (2007), also written by Tim Loane, which 

premiered at the Lyric Theatre in Belfast five years later;1 The History of the Troubles 

(accordin’ to my Da) (2002), a collaboration between the playwright Martin Lynch and the 

comedians Connor Grimes and Alan McKee, first performed at the Northern Bank as a 

commission by the Cathedral Quarter Arts Festival; and David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue 

(2016), which premiered the Abbey Theatre in 2016. The choice of the plays was determined 

according to several criteria. Firstly, the selected plays were written after the Good Friday 

Agreement. The temporal distance is a key factor in the selection, as the purpose of the thesis 

is to analyse the contemporary legacy of the Troubles as expressed through drama. Moreover, 

the thesis argues that the temporal distance has enabled authors to create a more critical 

perspective and increase the use of comic elements to express their criticism. Thus, the second 

criterion is connected to genre; the plays must be written in a comic mode, such as: satire, 

slapstick, scatology, farce, parody, mimicry, the carnivalesque, the burlesque and the 

 
1 Both plays are included in the analysis as they function as counterpart. Responding to this, Lagan Press 

published them in a joint collection under the title of Comedy of Terrors in 2008. 
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grotesque. Finally, the point of view of each of the plays in respect to the religious 

segmentation is the final factor that has influenced the initial process of selection. These 

specific plays were chosen because they represent all sides of the conflict: Cyprus Avenue 

shows the perspective of Loyalist characters, The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my 

Da) of Catholic ones, while Tim Loane’s Caught Red Handed and To Be Sure depict both 

perspectives respectively. Given the scope of this MA thesis, the selection of authors and the 

number of works addressed is limited to the three authors considered most suitable for this 

research topic. Lamentably, several plays that fulfil the previously stated categories2 had to be 

omitted due to the limited scope of the research.  

It is obvious that the legacy of the Troubles still plays a key role in the contemporary 

drama from/about Northern Ireland due to the increasing number of plays deal with memory 

and truth recovery, such as site-specific performances and community plays. On the other 

hand, plays that veer from the narrative of the Troubles and instead focus on the life of 

ordinary people, as well as global topics that reach outside Northern Ireland have also become 

extremely common. The plays analysed in this thesis fit in the first category as they deal with 

the legacy of the Troubles employing comedy to show a perspective that offers a critical 

engagement with the issue. 

 As a theoretical basis to the study, I will employ Eric Weitz’s The Cambridge 

Introduction to Comedy and Henry Bergson’s theory on humour as presented in On Laughter. 

Weitz’s and Bergson’s works provide an excellent overview of the structure and functions of 

humour and will be used to give a succinct introduction to humour theory. Given that many of 

the analysed plays employ tragicomedy and shocking, grotesque elements to express their 

stance on the Troubles, Mikhail Bakhtin’s and Wolfgang Kayser’s work on the grotesque will 

be also used as a theoretical basis. In order to show the changes in the literary and theatrical 

approaches to the conflict in the works of the post-conflict authors, the introduction will 

 
2 For example, Shibboleth (2015), written by Stacey Gregg, which deals with the influence of the globalised 

economy in working-class Belfast that is still divided by the legacy of the Troubles. 
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provide a brief historical overview of the Troubles, as well as of the numerous dramatic 

clichés employed to represent them during their duration. Furthermore, the introduction will 

briefly analyse the current socio-political situation in post-conflict Northern Ireland. The 

following three chapters will focus on close reading of the comic elements and their use in 

four notable plays by three prominent contemporary Northern Irish playwrights. The second 

chapter will analyse the parodic and satirical elements in Tim Loane’s comedies Caught Red 

Handed (2002) and To Be Sure (2007). Set in the future, the two plays function as 

counterparts and present grotesque leaders of Loyalist and Republican parties. Ironically 

enough, both leaders are trying to arouse tensions between the two sides in order to maintain 

political control in a very similar manner and with humorous consequences. This humour, 

however, is cringeworthy, as it closely resembles the actual rhetoric used by Loyalist and 

Republican leaders during the Troubles themselves. The third chapter will deal with the play 

The History of the Troubles (Accordin’ to my Da) (2002), a collaboration between the 

playwright Martin Lynch and the comedians Connor Grimes and Alan McKee. Faithful to its 

title, the play leads the spectator through more than thirty years of the Troubles through the 

eyes of the main character Gerry. Not only does this allow us to see the conflict from a 

subjective perspective but also offers comic relief by juxtaposing grotesque bodily humour 

with grim episodes of the armed conflict. The fourth chapter will focus on David Ireland’s 

Cyprus Avenue (2016). This play deals with the exploration of post-conflict Loyalist identities 

and the legacy of the Troubles, with a massive dose of black humour and shocking “in-yer-

face” elements, such as the murder of the protagonist’s own family in the name of Loyalism. 

The final chapter will compare the three different approaches and try to evaluate their effect 

on the understanding of the conflict as well as on the healing of the trauma caused by it, 

arguing that the importance of the comic elements of these plays reaches over the narrow 

context of the Troubles and can help spectators around the world who have experienced 

similar situations better understand and deal with their own traumas through humour. 



Abstrakt  
 

Cílem této magisterské práce je analyzovat funkci komických prvků v několika post-

konfliktních severoirských divadelních hrách, které se zabývají odkazem konfliktu v severním 

Irsku rovněž přezdívaného Troubles. Východiskem práce je hypotéza, dle které se během 

dvacetiletého míru přístup k ozbrojenému konfliktu proměnil a umožnil dramatikům, aby ho 

nahlédli z komických hledisek, jež téma nejen kriticky reflektují, ale zároveň oběma stranám 

konfliktu pomáhají vyrovnat se s traumatem, které po něm přetrvává. Práce prezentuje 

pozorné čtení čtyř severoirských her, které se dočkaly značného uznání kritiky. Vybranými 

hrami jsou: komedie Tima Loanea Caught Red Handed (2002) v produkci Tinderbox Theatre 

Company, poprvé uvedená v roce 2002 coby site-specific představení v budově bývalé 

Northern Bank v Belfastu; komedie To Be Sure (2007), rovněž od Tima Loanea, která měla 

premiéru o pět let později v belfastském Lyric Theatre1; The History of the Troubles 

(accordin’ to my Da) (2002), společné dílo dramatika Martina Lynche a komiků Connora 

Grimese a Alana McKeeho, vzniklé na zakázku pro Cathedral Quarter Arts Festival, a hra 

Davida Irelanda Cyprus Avenue (2016), prvně uvedená v Abbey Theatre v roce 2016. 

 Výběr her podléhal několika kritériím. Zaprvé byly vybrané kusy napsány po 

Velkopáteční dohodě. Časový odstup byl klíčovou podmínkou výběru, jelikož účelem této 

práce je analyzovat současný odkaz konfliktu, jak ho reflektuje dramatická tvorba. Práce 

navíc předkládá tezi, podle níž tento časový odstup umožnil autorům tvořit z kritičtější 

perspektivy a použít k vyjádření své kritiky více komických prvků. Druhé kritérium výběru 

proto souvisí s žánrem; vybraná díla musí být komediální, tedy obsahovat rysy satiry, 

grotesky, skatologie, frašky, parodie, mimikry, karnevalismu a burlesky. Zatřetí hrála ve 

výběru roli perspektiva ve smyslu náboženské segmentace. Vybrané hry zastupují všechny 

strany konfliktu: Cyprus Avenue přestavuje úhel pohledu loajalistických postav, The History 

 
1 Analýza zahrnuje oba kusy, jelikož se vzájemně doplňují. V reakci na tuto skutečnost je nakladatelství 

Lagan Press v roce 2008 vydalo v jednom svazku pod názvem Comedy of Terrors. 
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of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) naopak katolických, zatímco Caught Red Handed a To 

Be Sure Tima Loanea zobrazují v uvedeném pořadí perspektivy obě. Vzhledem k rozsahu této 

magisterské práce se výběr omezil na tři autory, které jsme zhodnotili jako nejvhodnější pro 

dané výzkumné téma. Několik her, které výše uvedená kritéria splňují, muselo být z výběru 

vzhledem k omezenému rozsahu práce bohužel vypuštěno2. 

Dědictví konfliktu hraje v divadelní tvorbě ze/na téma Severního Irska stále nespornou 

roli; stále více her se zabývá pamětí a rozkrýváním pravdy, například ve formě site-specific 

performancí nebo komunitních divadelních her. Na druhé straně také extrémně často vznikají 

dramata, která se od narativu konfliktu odklání a soustředí se místo toho na život obyčejných 

lidí nebo globální témata sahající za hranice Severního Irska. Hry analyzované v této práci 

spadají do první z uvedených dvou kategorií, jelikož pracují s odkazem severoirského 

konfliktu za použití komických prvků použitých s cílem nahlédnout téma z perspektivy, jež 

umožňuje jeho kritické vnímání. 

Coby teoretické podloží práce jsme zvolili knihu The Cambridge Introduction to 

Comedy Erica Weitze a dále teorii humoru, kterou Henri Bergson představil v díle Smích. 

Tato dvě díla poskytují vynikající přehled struktury a funkcí humoru a budou v práci použita 

k představení stručného úvodu do teorie humoru. Vzhledem k tomu, že řada analyzovaných 

her pracuje s tragikomedií a k předvedení pohledu na severoirský konflikt užívá řadu 

šokujících, groteskních prvků, posloužily za teoretický základ analýzy rovněž práce Michaila 

Bachtina a Wolfganga Kaysera o grotesce. Abychom demonstrovali proměny literárních a 

divadelních přístupů k období konfliktu v dílech post-konfliktních autorů, poskytneme 

v úvodu práce stručný přehled tohoto období a vedle něj také množství divadelních klišé, 

která byla k reprezentaci konfliktu užívána během jeho trvání. Úvod rovněž krátce rozebere 

současnou sociopolitickou situaci post-konfliktního Severního Irska. Následující tři kapitoly 

 
2 Např. hra Shibboleth (2015) od Stacey Gregg, která se zabývá vlivem globalizované ekonomiky na 

belfastskou dělnickou třídu, již odkaz severoirského konfliktu stále rozděluje. 
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se zaměří na pozorné čtení komických prvků a jejich užití ve čtyřech význačných divadelních 

hrách z dílny tří současných předních severoirských dramatiků. Druhá kapitola se zabývá 

parodickými a satirickými prvky v komediích Tima Loanea Caught Red Handed (2002) a To 

Be Sure (2007). Tato dvě dramata, obě zasazená do budoucnosti, fungují vzájemně 

komplementárně a představují groteskní lídry politických stran loajalistů a republikánů. Ironií 

je, že se oba lídři snaží upevnit svůj politický vliv eskalací napětí mezi znesvářenými stranami 

konfliktu, oba velmi podobným způsobem a s humornými následky. Smích se ovšem divákovi 

zadrhává v hrdle, jelikož rétorika protagonistů silně připomíná skutečnou rétoriku užívanou 

loajalistickými a republikánskými lídry během období konfliktu. Třetí kapitola zanalyzuje hru 

The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) (2002), výsledek tvůrčí spolupráce 

dramatika Martina Lynche a komiků Connora Grimese a Alana McKeeho. Jak napovídá 

název, hra diváka provází více než třicet let trvajícím konfliktem z pohledu hlavního hrdiny 

Gerryho. Tím nám autoři jednak umožňují nahlédnout toto období ze subjektivní perspektivy, 

ale zároveň nabízí komické odlehčení strašlivých epizod ozbrojeného konfliktu tím, že je 

staví do kontrastu s groteskním tělesným humorem. Čtvrtá kapitola se zaměří na Cyprus 

Avenue (2016) Davida Irelanda. Tato hra prozkoumává post-konfliktní loajalistické identity a 

odkaz Troubles s obrovskou dávkou černého humoru a šokujících prvků tzv. in-yer-face 

theatre, provokativní britské dramatiky (příkladem může být vražda protagonistovy vlastní 

rodiny ve jménu lojalismu). Závěrečná kapitola všechny tři přístupy vzájemně porovná a 

pokusí se zhodnotit jejich dopad na chápání konfliktu a hojení jím způsobeného traumatu. 

Pokusí se při tom demonstrovat, že komické prvky vybraných her sahají za hranice úzkého 

kontextu severoirského konfliktu a mohou pomoci divákům z celého světa, kteří mají 

s podobnými situacemi zkušenost, skrze humor lépe porozumět svým vlastním traumatům a 

vyrovnat se s nimi. 
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Introduction   

1.1 Historical context of the Troubles 

 

The euphemistic term ‘the Troubles’ itself had been used several times throughout 

Irish history, mostly connected to British Civil Wars of the 17th century, as well as the Irish 

revolutionary period in the 1910s and early 1920s. Currently, it is used to refer to the violent 

conflict that escalated in 1969 and lasted for more than three decades. Richard Kearney and 

Bernard Cullen explain that conflicts in Northern Ireland have stemmed from the fact that 

“two groups of people with significantly conflicting senses of their own national and cultural 

identity inhabit the same territory.”1 The roots to this identity conflict are deeply embedded in 

historical power relations that go back in centuries. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss 

several historical events that are crucial to understanding the Troubles. 

 The roots of the Troubles can be traced back to the Plantation of Ulster, which was an 

organised colonisation of Ulster by people from Great Britain during the reign of King James 

VI & I. It officially began in 1609 when settlers of mainly Scottish origin were given land that 

was forfeited from the native Gaelic chiefs. Given that the culture of the new Protestant 

settlers was very different from the native Catholics, as well as the fact that they were 

encroaching on Irish territory, there was a strong animosity from the very beginning, which 

has led to many conflicts ever since. For instance, the infamous battle of the Boyne is a 

crucial historical moment that divides the people of Northern Ireland to this day. The battle 

took place in 1690 on the river Boyne when James II, the Catholic pretender to the throne 

who had a major support in Ireland, was defeated by the new protestant king of England 

William of Orange. The Protestant settlers of the northern part of Ireland strongly supported 

 
1 Richard Kearney and Bernard Cullen, “Rethinking Ireland: A Proposal for a Joint Sovereignty Solution” 

Postnationalist Ireland: Politics Culture Philosophy, Richard Kearney ed. (London: Routledge, 1997) 70. 
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king William, while the rest of the country stood by James II. The failed attempt to re-

establish Catholic rule over Britain again, ultimately aided to the ensuring of the position of 

the Protestant Ascendancy in Ireland. Furthermore, the introduction of the Penal Laws 

ensured the Anglican dominance over other denominations in Ireland. They were passed to 

force both Catholics and Protestant dissenters to accept the Anglican Church of Ireland by 

curtailing their religious, legal, and political rights. The Penal laws only added to the 

polarisation between the communities and the subsequent conflicts among them. Moreover, 

the strong symbolic potential of the Battle of the Boyne has been employed by the Protestants 

in the annual celebrations of King William’s victory known as the Orange Order2 parades as a 

chance to show Protestant supremacy over the Catholic population. According to the CAIN 

online database “[t]he Loyal Orange Order was founded on the 21 September 1795 after the 

sectarian Battle of the Diamond in County Armagh. It began with a relatively small number of 

militant Protestants declaring their allegiance to the Crown and their Protestant religion, but 

grew rapidly in size.”3 Currently, it has approximately 80000 - 100000 members.4 Although it 

declares itself as a religious order, “the Orange Order has been perceived as more of a 

political organisation than a religious one. From its inception it played a prominent political 

role in the country,” and is “[s]taunchly dedicated to the assertion and preservation of 

Protestant supremacy.”5 Thus, not only do the traditional Protestant celebrations that still take 

place on 12 July serve as an opportunity to show the loyalty of Northern Irish Protestants to 

the British monarchy, but they also tend to be used as provocation of the Catholic community, 

which often leads to escalation of sectarian violence.  

 
2The Orange Order, or the Loyal Orange Institution is the largest of the three main Loyal Orders; the others 

are the Apprentice Boys of Derry and the Royal Black Institution. CAIN Web Service, 

www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4> 25 March 2020. 

3 CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4> 25 

March 2020. 

4 CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4> 25 

March 2020. 

5 CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4> 25 

March 2020. 

http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4
http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4
http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4
http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/issues/parade/organis.htm#4
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The beginning of the 20th century witnesses the partition of Ireland, the second 

historical moment crucial for the understanding of the Troubles. In 1912, at a time when the 

likelihood of Ireland being granted Home Rule was increasing, The Ulster Volunteers 

Unionist militia was established. Its purpose was to impede the possibility of a Home Role for 

Ireland as many Ulster Protestants feared becoming a minority and being governed by a 

Catholic-majority parliament. The establishment of the Ulster Volunteers, and later the Ulster 

Volunteer Force (UVF) in 1913, led the Nationalists to respond by forming the Irish 

Volunteers, a rival Nationalist militia. Thus, the Ulster Volunteers played a significant role in 

the increased militarisation of the North and the partitioning of the island. Finally, in 1922, 

Ireland was officially divided between the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland, which 

remained a part of the United Kingdom.6 As Jonathan Bardon explains, Northern Ireland was 

comprised of six out of the nine historical counties of Ulster (Antrim, Armagh, Down, 

Fermanagh, Londonderry, and Tyrone) where the population of Protestants was very high.7 

Ever since the partition, political power in Northern Ireland has been in the hands of the 

Protestant Unionist minority. In such a context, the key goal of Irish nationalists has been a 

reunited Ireland, while the Unionists aim to remain a part of the United Kingdom.  

 

1.2 The Troubles 

The conflict known as ‘the Troubles’ began in the context of the peaceful Civil Rights 

marches which originated in the US with the Civil Rights Movement, and then spread to 

Europe in the second half of the 1960s. In Northern Ireland, they were a response to the 

systematic discriminatory policies employed by the Northern Irish institutions against the 

Catholics. As David Holloway argues “[t]he Northern Catholic population continued to feel 

 
6 Jonathan Bardon, A History of Ulster (Belfast: The Blackstaff Press, 2005) 482-3. 

7 Bardon 484. 
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politically disenfranchised and actively oppressed, and experienced poor housing and 

increasingly high unemployment.”8 He explains that: 

Local councils allocated houses largely on the basis of political allegiance rather than 

need. Catholics were greatly underrepresented on Unionist local councils in the 

judiciary and public corporations. Most large businesses were Protestant owned and 

gave preference to Protestant workers. This contributed significantly to Catholic 

unemployment and was exacerbated by the policy of investing in economic 

development east of the river Bann while much of the Catholic community lived west 

of the river Bann.9  

 

The Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association (NICRA) was formed in 1967 as a response 

against the discrimination of Catholics. The organisation opted for a non-violent campaign 

and expressed its aims through the peaceful Civil Rights marches. However, the marches 

frequently turned into violent clashes, often provoked by radical Unionists usually with silent 

consent from the Ulster police (RUC), who were almost exclusively Protestant.10 The official 

reaction to these marches was not positive and authorities tried to violently supress them. As 

Holloway explains,  

[i]n 1969-1970 the Provisional Irish Republican Army split from the left-leaning 

republican movement which had been moving towards political campaigning on social 

issues. A cycle of sectarian murder exploded throughout the Province while the ethnic 

cleansing of Catholic and Protestant areas led to 21 500 people being driven from their 

homes.11  

 

As a measure against this, the British Government imposed the practice of internment of 

people suspected for terrorism without any possibility for a trial. According to Holloway, 

“[w]hile this was intended for suspects of all factions in practice most of those interned were 

Catholic.”12 This oppressive strategy only increased the support for the Provisional Irish 

Republican Army across the Catholic community.       

 
8 David Holloway, Understanding The Northern Ireland Conflict: A Summary And Overview Of The 

Conflict And Its Origins (Belfast: The Community Dialogue Critical Issues Series, 2005) 16. 

9 Holloway 16. 

10 CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/crights/sum.htm> 20 March 

2020. 

11 Holloway 17. 

12 Holloway 17. 

 

http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/crights/sum.htm
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 The first Civil Rights march to be violently suppressed took place in Derry on 5 

October 1968. This was followed by strong riots that marked the beginning of The Troubles. 

As the Northern Irish government was not able to control the increasing sectarian conflict, in 

August 1969 Britain sent troops to restore the order in the province. Holloway notes that 

“[w]hile initially welcomed as protectors by the Catholic population, their use of military 

methods in response to Irish Republican Army attacks and to quell civil disorder rapidly 

soured the relationship.”13 Thus, scattered violence continued in the following years only to 

culminate in the event known as “Bloody Sunday”. On 30 January 1972 British soldiers in 

Derry were involved in the shooting of marching civilians which rendered 13 people dead and 

14 others injured. This event caused a great deal of controversy, both on a national and 

international level, as eyewitnesses were claiming that the shot civilians were not carrying any 

weapons. On the other hand, “the soldiers responsible for the deaths and injuries insisted that 

they had come under sustained gun and bomb attack by members of the Irish Republican 

Army (IRA) and only fired at people in possession of weapons.”14 Despite the eyewitnesses’ 

testimonies, the official investigation into the killings, known as the Widgery report, 

concluded that there was “no fault on the part of the soldiers who fired live rounds on the day, 

but stated that there was a ‘strong suspicion’ that some of those killed ‘had been firing 

weapons or handling bombs’.”15 The new inquiry into the killings led by Lod Saville, 

published on 15 June 2010, refutes the Widgery report concluding that “[t]he immediate 

responsibility for the deaths and injuries on Bloody Sunday lies with those members of 

 
13 Holloway 17. 

14 CAIN Web service, , www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/bsunday/sum.htm> 16 

March, 2020.  

15“Over a period of many years the relatives of those killed on 30 January 1972 campaigned for a fresh 

inquiry into the killings. On 29 January 1998 Tony Blair then British Prime Minister announced that there 

would be a new inquiry under the chairmanship of Lord Saville. Main hearings of the new Inquiry took 

place between March 2000 and January 2005 making it one of the longest and most expensive in British 

legal history. The final report and conclusions of the Bloody Sunday Inquiry were initially expected to be 

published in the summer of 2005. There were many delays before the report was published on 15 June 

2010.” CAIN Web service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/bsunday/sum.htm> 15 

March, 2020. 

http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/bsunday/sum.htm
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Support Company whose unjustifiable firing was the cause of those deaths and injuries.”16 

The handling of the events of “Bloody Sunday” resulted in a dramatic increase of the support 

for IRA, polarized the already divided Northern Ireland, and paved the road for decades of 

violent and bloody retributions that have devastated the region. As the conflict continued to 

escalate, the government of Northern Ireland was suspended, and the territory came under the 

direct rule of Westminster in 1972. While this was intended only as a temporary arrangement, 

apart from “brief interludes of devolved power sharing in 1974 and following the Belfast 

Agreement, the direct rule has lasted for more than thirty years.”17 The main actors in the 

conflict were the Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA) and the Irish National Liberation 

Army (INLA); Ulster Loyalist Paramilitary groups such as the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) 

and Ulster Defence Association (UDA); and the British state security forces (the British Army 

and the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC)). During the conflict, the Republican paramilitaries 

carried out a bombing campaign against infrastructure commercial and political targets, while 

the Loyalists took to targeting Republicans and attacking the Catholic community. Soon it 

turned into a vicious circle of violent retaliation. The conflict also involved numerous riots 

mass protests and acts of civil disobedience. Apart from the ideological and religious division 

among the opposing sides it led to segregation and the creation of no-go areas that physically 

divided the space of Northern Ireland.   

 

         

1.3  Post-Conflict Northern Ireland 

In the early nineties, the many peace talks led to the 1994 Provisional Irish Republican 

Army (IRA) ceasefire, and the conflict was finally brought to an end in the late 90s with the 

 
16 Lord Saville Report of the (second) Bloody Sunday Inquiry Vol. I Chap.4 Para.4.1. 

CAIN Web service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/bsunday/sum.htm> 16 March 

2020. 

17 Holloway 18. 
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signing of the Belfast Agreement, or the Good Friday Agreement, reached on ‘Good Friday’ 

10 April 1998. The Belfast/Good Friday Agreement is a power-sharing agreement that 

vouches both Republicans and Unionists parity of esteem and equal share in the government. 

According to Holloway,  

The Belfast Agreement is a remarkable achievement but does not provide a final 

solution; rather it sets out a framework for an ongoing transformation of conflict 

through a peaceful political process the outcomes of which are unclear. In the 

foreword to the document participants acknowledge their diverse and equally 

legitimate aspirations but commit themselves to partnership equality and mutual 

respect and reaffirm their absolute commitment to exclusively democratic and 

peaceful means of resolving differences.18  

 

Furthermore, in 1998 the Northern Ireland Act formally established the Northern Irish 

Assembly known as Stormont. The first election took place on 25 June 1998, but it was not 

until 2 December 1999 when full powers were devolved to the Assembly. Since then, the 

operation of Stormont has been interrupted five times,19 the last time being from 2017 until 11 

January 2020. Tom Maguire comments on the complexity of the post-conflict period, arguing 

that: 

This model…has depended upon agreeing the right words to end the disputes of the 

past and to call into being a new politics within a reformed state a process that remains 

incomplete. Dialogue discussions and negotiations have replaced much of the political 

violence, but politicians have struggled to build and maintain a consensus around how 

and by whom the state should be governed.20 

 

In such a context, international support has been crucial in keeping the peace. For 

instance, while the involvement of the United States had been minimal throughout the 

Troubles, it changed when Bill Clinton became president. Clinton took a very active role in 

the peace process by appointing a Special Envoy for Northern Ireland and by striving to draw 

 
18 Holloway 22. 

19 Stormont has been suspended on the following occasions: 11 February – 30 May 2000, 10 August 2001 

(24-hour suspension), 22 September 2001 (24-hour suspension), 14 October 2002 – 7 May 2007, 9 January 

2017 – 11 January 2020. 

20 Tom Maguire, “Northern Irish Drama: Speaking the Peace,” A Concise Companion to Contemporary 

British and Irish Drama, Nadine Holdsworth and Mary Luckhurst eds., (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 

2008) 66. 
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Sinn Fein into the democratic political process. Crucially, on 30 November 1995 Clinton 

became the first American president to visit Northern Ireland, where he spoke in favour of the 

"peace process" to a huge audience at Belfast's City Hall. Moreover, the former U.S. Senator 

George Mitchell was chosen as the Special Envoy, with the task to support and aid the 

Northern Ireland Peace Process. He also chaired the international commission on 

disarmament of paramilitary groups as well as the talks that resulted in the Good Friday 

Agreement.  

Furthermore, the membership of both the UK and Ireland in the European Union has 

been yet another facilitating circumstance. Thanks to it, the physical border between the 

Republic Ireland and Northern Ireland, whose checkpoints had been the target of countless 

bombings has been de facto erased. This, together with the single EU market, has facilitated 

an increasingly shared economy between the Republic Ireland and Northern Ireland. 

Furthermore, the EU funds dedicated to economic growth and community projects have 

immensely contributed towards the positive evolution of the peace process. However, in the 

Brexit referendum which took place in June 2016, Britain voted to leave the EU, which has 

had serious repercussions for the situation in Northern Ireland, notwithstanding that with 56 

percent of the vote Northern Ireland opted to remain in the EU.21 Moreover, according to the 

BrexitLaw NI report “[a]lmost 90% of Nationalists voted to remain whilst 66% of Unionists 

voted to leave.”22 The BrexitLaw NI report, a recent research that focuses on “the 

constitutional conflict transformation human rights and equality consequences of Brexit,”23 

argues that “the European Union has provided significant financial and political support for 

 
21 “EU Referendum results” www.bbc.com, <https://www.bbc.com/news/politics/eu_referendum/results>, 

20 Feb. 2020. 

22 “BrexitLawNI Policy Report: Brexit and the Peace Process,” www.brexitlawni.org, 14 Sep. 2018, 

<https://brexitlawni.org/assets/uploads/Brexit-and-the-Peace-Process.pdf> 3, 15 March 2020.  

23 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 14  

http://www.bbc.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news/politics/eu_referendum/results
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the peace process in Northern Ireland (NI) since the 1980s.“ 24 The BrexitLaw NI report 

details the EU support for Northern Ireland: 

Alongside several European Structural and Investment Programmes there have been 

three PEACE programmes involving a financial contribution of €1.3 billion with a 

fourth ongoing since 2016. The border regions in NI and the Republic of Ireland have 

also benefitted to the tune of €1.13 from the EU INTERREG programme since 1991. 

The latter programme supports cross-border cooperation by addressing the economic 

and social problems resulting from the existence of borders.25  

 

However, Northern Ireland must follow the general results of the Brexit referendum and leave 

the EU. Thus, the BrexitLaw NI concludes that “Brexit contributed to the collapse of the 

power-sharing executive in (NI) and remains a formidable obstacle to it being re-

established.“26 This brings serious repercussions, and beside the economic disadvantage of 

leaving the single market, the most serious issue is the return of a hard border between the UK 

and the EU that would bring back the division between Northern Ireland and the Republic of 

Ireland in the form of customs and checkpoints. According to the BrexitLaw NI report, 

Brexit is widely regarded as having been…‘manna from heaven’ for republican 

dissidents opposed to the peace process and the Good Friday Agreement...Concerns 

about a hard border as a result of Brexit are widely shared, including by the Chief 

Constable of the Police Service of Northern Ireland, because any such installations 

would be ‘fair game for attack’ in the minds of republican dissidents.27 

 

In effect, Brexit has reignited the discussion about Irish reunification. The report concludes 

that “[c]oncerns have also been expressed by some unionist politicians and others that the 

increased focus upon Irish reunification may have an unsettling effect on loyalist 

paramilitaries,” adding that “to date in the Brexit related discussions there has been very little 

detailed attention given over to the human rights equality and political identity concerns of the 

unionist community in Northern Ireland as part of the renewed focus on Irish reunification.” 28 

All in all, the negative effects of a badly handled Brexit can be fatal for Northern Ireland as 

 
24 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 3. 

25 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 9. 

26 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 3. 

27 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 10. 

28 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 10. 
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exemplified, for instance, by the recent incident in Derry where a bomb exploded in a car 

outside the courthouse on the 19th of January 2019.29     

 While it is indisputable that there have been enormous efforts to achieve and keep the 

peace in Northern Ireland, certain experts have argued that there are many faults in the peace 

process. For instance, McDonald and Cusack assert that “the essential design fault in the 

Good Friday Agreement is that its architects failed to address the problem of on-going 

sectarian attitudes especially among the young working class and underclass.”30 According to 

Holloway, “[i]nitial support for the Agreement may have indicated that an increasing number 

of people in Northern Ireland wanted to achieve an accommodation of their national 

differences.”31 However, he adds that “others undoubtedly believed their politicians when 

they reassured them that the Agreement was a stepping-stone to their respective first 

preferences.”32 The ambiguous nature of the Agreement has inevitably led to the 

aforementioned dissatisfaction with it. As Holloway explains, 

Many Unionists perceived the Belfast Agreement as actively eroding their British 

identity and their sense of security. They felt that the constitutional issue had not been 

copper fastened because the consent principle allowed for a united Ireland should 

those in favour become the majority. Nationalists on the other hand, had to accept less 

than full Irish unification. Both communities felt that they were the ones bearing the 

brunt of concessions implicit within the Agreement and failed to recognise the 

perceived loss of the other community.33  

 

 Furthermore, as an UUP Member of the Legislative Assembly of Northern Ireland argues: 

 

I think when it all plays out the most important thing about Brexit for the people of 

Northern Ireland is the implications for identity because we have struggled for time 

immemorial with the tension between the individual sense of who they are and the 

territorial sovereignty of where they are.34 

 

 
29“Londonderry: Bomb Explodes in Car Outside Courthouse,” www.bbc.com, 20 January 2019 

<https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-46934277>, 16 March 2020. 

30 Henry McDonald and Jim Cusack, The UDA: Inside the Heart of Loyalist Terror (Dublin: Penguin 

Ireland 2005) 347. 

31 Holloway 24 

32 Holloway 24. 

33 Holloway 24-25. 

34 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 22. 
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A closer look into the current identity politics prevalent in Northern Ireland at the moment 

confirms the existence of a radical division across the two communities. The BrexitLaw NI 

report sees “the electoral rise of Sinn Féin and the DUP - and their usurping of the ostensibly 

more moderate counterparts of the SDLP and UUP as the largest parties in nationalism and 

unionism” as a proof “that the electorate wished for their interests to be represented by the 

strongest political voices from within their two communities.”35 Furthermore, according to 

Michaela Marková, “Northern Irish Catholics share awareness of continuing prejudice and 

memory of collective disadvantage that play an important role in maintaining their identity.”36 

Markova concludes that “[s]uch a view shaped by assumptions of malignant Britishness at the 

core of Protestant identity might have helped to facilitate the rhetoric of victimization.”37 On 

the other hand, according to Gerald Dawe and Edna Longley, Protestants have an 

“ineradicable consciousness of difference of being defined in and against another culture.”38 

In this context, they tend to define themselves negatively i.e. as ‘not Catholics’. As Marková 

concludes, “Catholics and Protestants parallel negative perceptions of each other” which 

inevitably stalls the possibility of reconciliation. However, according to the BrexitLaw NI 

report, there has been a trend of avoidance of this division among the young people of 

Northern Ireland for which “the loss of a sense of ‘Europeanness’ was acutely felt.”39 

According to the report, 

A number of younger participants stated that they used a European identity as a way of 

avoiding having to identify themselves as British or Irish clear that these young people 

viewed a European identity as a more neutral option – providing an important way for 

them to avoid the unionist/nationalist dichotomy.40  

 

 
35 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 22. 

36 Michaela Marková, Narratives of Difference: Critical (Re-)assessment of Contemporary Troubles 

Novels, PhD Thesis in English (Dublin: Trinity College Dublin, 2015) 22. 

37 Marková 22. 

3838 Gerald Dawe and Edna Longley eds., Across a Roaring Hill: The Protestant Imagination in Modern 

Ireland: Essays in Honour of John Hewitt (Belfast: Blackstaff, 1985) 5. 

39 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 22. 

40 BrexitLawNI Policy Report 22. 
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In conclusion, despite the fact that the Troubles are over, the identity conflicts and sectarian 

divisions still persist in Northern Ireland to this day, and the context of Brexit only points to 

the strong division between the two communities. The Troubles, like many other conflicts that 

have had such a colossal effect on society, has had a big impact on literature and popular 

culture as well, being reflected artistically particularly through films, novels, songs, poems 

and theatre. Given the persistence of the division between the two communities in the light of 

Brexit, the analysis of the post-conflict literary legacy of the Troubles is all the more 

important and topical. More specifically, this MA thesis limits its focus on drama, analysing 

the function of the comic elements in four post-conflict Northern Irish plays that deal with the 

legacy of the Troubles.  

1.4  Drama during the Troubles 

 

In a discussion about the cultural and political climate in the province during the 80s, 

Stewart Parker argues that playwrights have a crucial social role in Northern Ireland: 

There is a whole culture to be achieved. The politicians, visionless almost to a man, 

are withdrawing into their sectarian stockades. It falls to the artists to construct a 

working model of wholeness by means of which this society can begin to hold up its 

head to the world.41 

 

In a place where politics divides people into two inimical sides, Parker believes that artists do 

not only have the possibility, but also the duty to create mutual space that would bring forth 

change. While it is true that theatre is indeed able to present a complex reality, and has an 

immediate effect on the audience, it is arguable whether it can work as a driving force of this 

change in practical terms. However, what it can do is critically reflect on sensitive issues 

about the conflict across both communities and imagine a future peaceful cohabitation or 

 
41 Stewart Parker, Dramatis Personae & Other Writings, Gerald Dawe, Maria Johnston, Clare Wallace, 

eds. (Prague: Literaria Pragensia, 2008) 26. 
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attempt to “construct a working model of wholeness,”42 as Parker urges. The complex socio-

political reality of Northern Ireland can be understood through Foucault theory on heterotopia, 

according to which, a heterotopia is as a place where “all the other real sites that can be found 

within the culture are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted.”43 Furthermore, a 

heterotopia is “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that 

are in themselves is a heterotopic space, where “two groups of people with significantly 

conflicting senses of their own national and cultural identity inhabit the same territory.”44 

Theatre, as an inherently heterotopic space, is one of the best ways to engage with Northern 

Ireland’s complex situation. Theatre is heterotopic because it juxtaposes different places on 

the stage and has the capacity to “to designate, mirror, or reflect” real spaces,45 which is 

especially necessary in the representation of the complex reality of Northern Ireland. Apart 

from heterotopic, theatre can also be a communal space. In his seminal book Making Theatre 

in Northern Ireland, Maguire quotes Kruger and Trotter, arguing that theatres have long been, 

and continue to be used as places where people will gather and recognise themselves as a 

community or nation through the stage representation.”46As Maguire concludes, “[t]he public 

staging of representations of the political situation becomes crucial in determining the sense 

which people in Northern Ireland have of themselves and in the ways in which they are 

regarded externally.”47  

 In order to analyse contemporary post-conflict plays, it is necessary to give an 

overview of the dramatic tendencies during the conflict itself. During the Troubles, due to its 

immediate impact on audiences, theatre became one of the most imaginative means of artistic 

expression of the conflict. As Brian McIlroy notes, “culture and politics are intertwined in 

 
42 Parker 26. 

43 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16.1 (Spring 1986):24-25. 

44 Richard Kearney and Bernard Cullen 70. 

45 Foucault 24. 

46 Tom Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2006) 3. 

47 Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 3. 
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Ireland in such a way that no artefact can easily escape into art for art’s sake.”48 Thus, plays 

dealing with the Troubles became so popular that they even became a separate genre in itself. 

As Maguire argues, “the necessity of representing the reality of the Troubles has been keenly 

felt by many playwrights and theatre makers over the course of the conflict from as early as 

the Lyric’s 1971 production of John Boyd’s The Flats.”49 However, some of the plays tend to 

share many common stereotypical characteristics which have developed into clichés. As Mark 

Phelan notes, “as early as 1972 [when] Frank Ormsby published his ‘Write-an-Ulster-Play-

Kit’ in the Honest Ulsterman signalling just how swiftly drama dealing with the conflict had 

ossified into stock characters and scenarios.”50 Many critics have since tried to come up with 

systems that categorize ‘Troubles’ drama. For instance, Tom Maguire divides the dramatic 

representation of the Troubles into two main streams, a confronting and an alienating one:  

Two dominant poles between which theatre makers have steered: one pole is 

constituted by performances which have sought to confront the audience with the 

reality from which they have been protected by their own strategies of reception or by 

the intervention of forms of censorship and propaganda by those responsible for the 

mediation of that reality in print and broadcast media. The second pole is the mode of 

performance which has sought to alienate the audience from its experience of actuality 

and its own strategies for selective perception and reception. By creating a distancing 

effect through its subject matter its form and context such performances have tried to 

break down the habituated response of the spectator.51 

 

The first pole refers to a realist mode of drama that directly confronts the audience with the 

violence, while the second one endeavours to distance it from the actual situation, while at the 

same time managing to send a message concerning the Troubles from the background. 

Although rather unique in his oeuvre, Brian Friel’s play The Freedom of the City (1973) 

presents the first approach. Set in the aftermath of a banned Civil Rights march in Derry, the 

play depicts three protesters Lily, Michael, and Skinner who have taken refuge in what they 

 
48 Qtd. In Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 3. 

49 Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 22. 

50Frank Ormsby qtd. In Mark Phelan “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” The 

Oxford Handbook of Modern Irish Theatre, N. Greene & C. Morash Eds. (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2016) 372. 

51 Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 25. 
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later discover is the mayor's parlour in the Guildhall. This is mistaken for a military 

occupation and after they finally surrender, they are shot dead. As Lionel Pilkington argues, 

“many of the details of The Freedom of the City evoke the events that took place on Bloody 

Sunday and the subsequent Widgery Report.”52 He points out the opening tableau, which 

“shows the three characters sprawled grotesquely at the front of the stage photographed and 

then quickly receiving the Last Rites from a priest holding a white handkerchief.”53 Pilkington 

concludes that “[i]n this detail, Friel’s play evokes the audience’s recent memory of Bloody 

Sunday, since one of the best-known media images of that day was the photograph of a priest 

(Fr. Daly) waving a white handkerchief while attending to the wounded and dying.”54 On the 

other hand, Friel’s famous play Translations (1980) offers a remarkably different approach to 

the issue by re-appropriating historical moments in order to create the necessary distance. Set 

in the fictional village of Ballybeg, County Donegal in 1833, the play deals with issues of 

language and communication between the English and the Irish. The propelling device is a 

map survey of Ireland that seeks to Anglicize the Irish topography. On the background of this, 

two secondary characters, Yolland and Maire, fall in love despite the fact that Yolland speaks 

only English and Maire only Irish. However, as Yolland goes missing overnight, (supposedly 

taken by the armed resistance, exemplified by the Donnelly twins) and the English soldiers 

threaten to destroy the whole village if Yolland is not found. As Pilkington argues, “the play 

ends, therefore, with a situation very similar to the conflict in Northern Ireland in the early 

1980s: an escalating war between the British Army and the guerrilla tactics of republican 

paramilitaries.”55  

However, while Maguire’s dichotomy is based on the directness/obliqueness of 

representation, Phelan focuses rather on the use of emotions and genre, and foregrounds 
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sentimentalism and the use of tragedy as crucial for the distinction. For instance, Phelan 

analyses Translations as a part of a sentimental tradition he calls “the Romeo & Juliet 

typos.”56 According to Phelan, “[t]his recurrent narrative of the national romance is a wearily 

familiar form that functions...as an emotional albeit enfeebled allegorical appeal for political 

reconciliation.”57 Phelan adds other examples of this tradition, such as: Wilson John Haire’s 

Bloom of the Diamond Stone (1987), Christina Reid’s Did You Hear the One About the 

Irishman? (1987) and Graham Reid’s Remembrance (1984).58  

 Furthermore, there is a category that merges the two approaches outlined by Maguire and 

follows the tradition found in many plays written by Northern authors, where “political 

violence dwells darkly in the wings, malevolently encircling the stage world sometimes 

entering and interrupting, but mostly affecting action from offstage.”59 Stewart Parker’s play 

Pentecost (1987), for instance, represents a fusion of the confronting and the alienating 

approach. As Parker himself states, he used a form of heightened realism when writing this 

play.60 On one level, the play, which takes place during the Ulster Workers’ Council Strike of 

May 197461, is about four characters who are trapped inside a house that used to belong to 

Lily Mathews. On the other, there is the ambiguity of the existence of the ghost of Lily 

Mathews, as it is possible that it is the fruit of the imagination of one of the characters. The 

purpose of this curious melange of realistic and fantastic elements is to force the readers to 

question their own understanding of reality. This shift in perspective allows that ‘the reality’ 

is seen as ‘a reality’, thus questioning history as the ultimate record of the past. Behind all 

 
56 Phelan, “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” 373. 
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that, there is the background of violence the characters are all hiding from, which is always 

subtly present through noises of explosions and fires. 

Yet another mode of dramatic rendering of the Troubles is through the genre of tragedy. 

According to Mark Phelan, it is “[p]erhaps the most pervasive -and pernicious- of the 

modalities of representing the North.”62 Phelan adds that:  

Tragedy…can be profoundly problematic given that it forecloses possibilities and 

depoliticizes conflict by naturalizing the conditions which precipitate it. Moreover, 

tragedy removes the political agency of audiences by reproducing an enveloping, 

enervating fatalism which precludes meaningful political engagement or action, both on- 

and off- stage.63 

 

Tom Paulin’s The Riot Act (1984), Brendan Kennelly’s Antigone (1996), and Seamus 

Heaney’s The Cure at Troy (1990) epitomise this mode of representing the conflict through 

translations and versions of ancient Greek tragedy. However, not all tragedies about Northern 

Ireland are modern versions of Greek tragedy. As Maguire asserts, there is the recurrent 

motive of “the individual or small group which is isolated and resisting the forces of 

paramilitarism or sectarianism.”64 Cleary dubs this motive ‘domestic tragedy’, arguing that 

“as the action comes to a climax in each play, the ‘inside’ space where everything happens 

(the place of the stage proper) is completely besieged by a hostile outside space (the off stage 

world)’.”65 Some of the plays with elements of domestic tragedy are, for instance, Parker’s 

Spokesong (1975) and Northern Star (1989), or Cristina Reid’s The Belle of Belfast City 

(1987).66  

However, there is an inherent danger in categorizing. As Maguire argues, Parker’s 

Spokesong contains elements of domestic tragedy, but that does not fully describe the play, as 

it contains many comic elements as well. As Imelda Foley notes, “Parker’s men and women 
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seem almost normal, ordinary people trying to make a living and a life against a backdrop of 

explosions, violence and bigotry, which uncovers a miasma of institutional bad judgement, 

localised paramilitary hierarchies and botched love partnerships.”67 Clare Wallace describes 

Spokesong as “framed by two historical events, John Boyd Dunlop's invention of the 

pneumatic tire in 1888 and the much debated plans for the Belfast urban motorway finally 

abandoned in the mid 70s.”68 Thus, in Spokesong, the history of Belfast is told through the 

history of the bicycle; the comic, ludicrous behaviour of Frank Stock, “a trick cyclist 

‘embodying the spirit of Belfast”69 is overshadowed by the omnipresent paramilitary violence 

and the playful animosity of his own family divided between unionists and nationalists. Thus, 

it Spokesong can be analysed as a tragicomedy, a genre in which “tragic and comic elements 

mingle to confound easy classification as one or the other.”70 

Finally, the long tradition of satirical representation of sectarianism, as represented by the 

Ulster Literary Theatre in the beginning of the twentieth century, is challenged during the 

Troubles:71 As Imelda Foley argues: 

The traditional comic representation of sectarianism has been challenged by playwrights 

from the 1970s. It is not so much the concept itself, but its fall-out, the licensing of a host 

of related prejudices within a broader political construct, which became the dominant 

subject and represented within the traditional form of realism.72  

 

There are, however, some exceptions to this, such as for instance, Patrick Galvin’s We Do It 

for Love (1976 ), which is a sequence of comic scenes from Belfast set at the beginning of the 
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71 According to Imelda Foley, “[p]lays produced evidenced a comic wit and first staged Ulster sectarianism 

in Gerald McNamara’s Suzanne and the Sovereigns (1907), followed by Thompson in Tir na Nog (1912). 

In the latter, difference is satirised by bringing Andy Thompson from Sandy Row into discourse with 

mythical Grania, parodying Yeatsian mythological idealism and scrutinising the accepted wisdom of 

Andy’s sectarianism. These binary opposites become the standard formula of Ulster comedy.” Foley, 4. 

72 Foley 4. 
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Troubles, revolving around the life of Moses Docker, who runs a merry-go-round in the 

centre of Belfast. Furthermore, Imelda Foley also mentions the work of the Charabanc 

Theatre company, whose main aim has been to create work and roles beyond the traditional 

cliché of females.73 Foley adds that by “foregrounding the lives of women, the company’s 

work was based on authenticity within a framework of black comedy.” 74 This approach has 

become the hallmark of Marie Jones, a Belfast based playwright who helped found the 

Charabanc theatre and co-founded the DubbelJoint theatre group in 1991. Among her most 

famous plays are, for instance, A Night in November (1985) and Stones in His Pockets (1999), 

which, according to Foley, are famous for “seeking freedom in literal and metaphorical 

excursions from the cultural confines of Northern Ireland.”75 

Exemplified above are the different tendencies that constitute the new genre of the 

Troubles play that dominated the Northern Irish scene during the conflict. Thus, it becomes 

obvious that the connection between art and politics has been a defining characteristic of 

Northern Irish drama during the Troubles. This connection continues even after the end of the 

Troubles, although there are considerable changes in the approach to the subject matter. 

 

 

1.5  Post-conflict Drama in Northern Ireland 

In her work, Post-Agreement Northern Irish Literature: Lost in a Liminal Space? 

Heidemann chiefly focuses on post-Agreement literature in Northern Ireland, introducing the 

term ‘negative liminality’ as its main characteristic. According to her, unlike conventional 

theories on liminal space, negative liminality does not “euphemise, eulogise, and even 

 
73 Foley 9. 

74 Foley 9. 

75 Foley 9. 
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celebrate indeterminacy and undecidability as normative subject positions.”76 It is “a disabling 

condition which in the context of Northern Irish literature pertains to a suspended state of 

(fictional) subject positions that resist closure and resolution.”77 This paradoxical state of 

suspension tends to be reflected in many plays with dramatic strategies that undermine “the 

Agreement’s call for a ‘clean break’ with the past.”78 Playwrights have responded in various 

manners to this state of suspension, proving that “the war on the streets may be over, but war 

in the heads will take much longer to settle.”79 Thus, in drama, a very strong emphasis is put 

on the legacy of the Troubles and the faltering peace process, memory and truth recovery. 

Phelan argues that “[o]ne of the most distinctive, if debilitating, features of the otherwise 

successful peace process in the North is the fact that there is no state mechanism or apparatus 

in place to undertake any form of truth recovery, with the resulting vacuum unsatisfactorily 

filled by a welter of charitable, statutory, and community organizations.” 80According to 

Phelan, the process of truth recovery is all-encompassing, ranging from plays written by ex-

combatants (Laurence McKeown, Robert Niblock, Brian Campbell, Sam Miller, Danny 

Morrison, Brenda Murphy), professional playwrights (Owen McCafferty, Martin Lynch, Gary 

Mitchell, Abbie Spallen, Damian Gorman, Tim Loane, Stacey Gregg, Rosemary Jenkinson, 

Dave Duggan, David Ireland, Marie Jones, Jimmy McAleavey), as well as through the work 

of organizations actively involved in ongoing processes of conflict transformation and 

transitional justice, such as Healing Through Remembering and WAVE.81 The Wedding 

Community Play (1999) by Martin Lynch and Marie Jones, for instance, is an excellent 

example of theatre that strives towards reconciliation through communal, site-specific 

performance. The play was made in “in collaboration with community groups in East Belfast 

 
76 Heidemann 8. 

77 Heidemann 8. 

78 Heidemann 193. 

79 Frank McGuinness quoted in: Foley 10. 

80 Phelan, “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” 379. 

81 Phelan, “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” 379. 
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and based on a real-life cross-communal wedding.”82 It was staged in four locations across the 

city’s sectarian divide to which the audience was taken by bus, only to emphasise the geo-

ideological distances, if not proximities, between Protestant and Catholic communities.83 

 Apart from site-specific performance and community plays, plays that put the life of 

ordinary people in the centre, instead of focusing on the legacy of the Troubles, have gained 

increasing popularity. For instance, Owen McCafferty’s Scenes From the Big Picture (2003) 

focuses on “ordinary people living in extraordinary circumstances.”84 The play presents 

snippets of everyday Belfast life, thus painting a picture of a globalized, modern city. As 

Phelan argues, “McCafferty deliberately decontextualizes the city decoupling it from those 

overdetermined images of conflict that have served only to caricature the place.”85 There are, 

however, some scenes that evoke the conflict, but it is only presented as history, it does not 

influence the narrative. Furthermore, Abbie Spallen also focuses on the lives of ordinary 

people, in this case, especially on women. For example, her play Pumpgirl (2006) deals with 

rural life in the border region of County Armagh. It revolves around the story of a young 

tomboyish girl who is brutally gangraped. According to Phelan, this play “opens up a 

dramatic issue that Northern Irish theatre has begun to bring into the light; notably the way in 

which the sexual and physical abuse of women was completely silenced throughout the 

Troubles.”86  

Last but not least, there has been a wave of plays written in the comic mode that deal with 

the legacy of the Troubles and the post-conflict political scene in Northern Ireland. They are 

often political comedies with elements of parody, satire and often, the grotesque. The comic 

mode brings a perspective that greatly contributes to the current discussion of the plays about 

 
82 Heidemann 192. 

83 Heidemann 192. 

84 Phelan, “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” 382. 

85 Phelan, “From Troubles To Post-Conflict Theatre in Northern Ireland,” 382. 
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the Troubles. The aim of this MA thesis is to analyse the function of the comic elements in 

four of these plays, arguing that not only does comic treatment of the Troubles enable critical 

engagement with the issue, but at the same time helps both sides of the conflict deal with the 

remaining trauma caused by it. However, in order to analyse the comic elements of the plays 

in question, it is necessary to give a short overview of the theory employed for that purpose. 

1.6  On the comic and the grotesque 

According to Mark Phelan, comedy has usually been “canonically relegated below 

tragedy and other ‘higher’ forms,” because it is “perceived to entertain rather than instruct; its 

popular, even ‘plebeian’, appeal marking it as less ‘literary’, less serious, less worthy of 

study.”87 While comedy’s entertaining capacity and the subsequent commercial popularity 

have been added to its perception as less serious, contemporary humour theory locates the 

benefits of comedy exactly in this lack of seriousness, among the chief ones being the fact that 

it can enable a critical perspective on reality and help in the process of trauma healing. 

According to John Frow, “far from being merely ‘stylistic’ devices, genres create effects of 

reality and truth which are central to the different ways the world is understood in the writing 

of history or philosophy.”88 Given the importance of genre framing for understanding reality, 

it becomes evident that comedy does have a very significant role. For instance, in his book On 

Humour, Simon Critchley argues that “[j]okes tear holes in our usual predictions about the 

empirical world.”89 Furthermore, according to Eric Weitz,  

A good joke punctures the brittle shell of experience as characterized by serious mode, 

thereby advancing a truth about things from deeper within the realm of our worldly 

experience. It suspends gravity (pun intended) to show us an unlikely perspective we 

hadn’t considered, or, indeed, one we know quite well and haven’t acknowledged. Our 

closely held systems of personal/social/cultural framing give way to new and unlikely 

 
87 Mark Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” Ilha do Desterro: A 
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Catarina Florianópolis, Brasil, 58 (2010): 193. 

88 John Frow quoted in: Eric Weitz, The Cambridge Introduction to Comedy (New York: Cambridge 
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89 Simon Critchley quoted in: Weitz 65. 
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connections, sponsoring an unorthodox kind of sense-making with a definitively 

human. Humour reminds us that, for humans, there is more than one way to make 

sense. Furthermore, it involves a feeling about that sense, which sometimes makes a 

truth told by humorous means seem truer than one conveyed through serious 

discourse.90 

As we can see, the comic has the ability to undermine our reality created by the accepted 

order of things. However, at this point it is crucial to make a distinction between comedy as a 

genre and the comic mode. According to Weitz, 

‘Comedy’ as a kind or genre, describes something of the whole of a work, for 

example, ‘ending in marriage’. ‘Comic’, as a mode, designates a tone given to the text 

through the inclusion of textual elements – such as humorous dialogue – which have 

been imported without the structure. 91 

The use of the comic as a mode, without the underlying generic structure, enables writers to 

juxtapose comic, tragic, farcical and grotesque elements to comment on social taboos, or 

complex social issues that are still alive in the public memory, such as for example, the 

Troubles.  

Weitz divides the signals from which a genre frame can be constructed into ‘formal’ 

and ‘textual’ elements. According to him, “textual signals refer to components within the 

body of the text itself, like verbal joking, quick-fire dialogue, and linguistic registers; formal 

features are inferred from outside the text, like theme, character and structure.”92 

 Different combinations of formal and textual elements can result in distinct type of 

comic effect. Different approaches to the comic have developed into humour theories, which 

can be divided into three categories: theories of superiority, of relief, and of incongruity. 

According to Weitz, “the Incongruity Theory was proposed by Arthur Schopenhauer, among 

others, positing the cause of laughter as ‘simply the sudden perception of the incongruity 

between a concept and the real objects which have been thought through it in some 
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91 Weitz 24. 
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relation’.”93 Furthermore, “the Relief Theory, proposed in the nineteenth century by Herbert 

Spencer, claims that laughter comes as a release of nervous energy.”94 Finally, “the 

Superiority Theory is best captured by Thomas Hobbes’s sense of ‘sudden glory’ over another 

person or one’s former self. The effect has, at other times, been described in terms of 

‘diminishment’ of value or status, ‘debasement’, ‘deflation’ or ‘triumph’.”95 

The incongruity theory is based on structural elements, referring to the incongruity of 

the context and what is being said or written about it. Therefore, the humour involved in 

parody and the grotesque is usefully explained by the incongruity theory. According to Simon 

Dentith, parody is “any cultural practice which makes a relatively polemical allusive imitation 

of another cultural production or practice.”96 To be effective, parody must count on the 

reader’s familiarity with an original, thereby effectively opening a ‘gap to be bridged’. 

According to Weitz “[p]arody, too, seeks to pry open a gap between the expressed and the 

implied. It evokes a recognizable utterance, text or general cultural practice while pointing to 

some distance between it and the target text, thereby making it more than mere imitation.”97 

The incongruity lies in the gap between the original and the parodic imitation, which very 

often results in humorous effects. Like parody, the humour in the grotesque can be usefully 

explained by the Incongruity Theory, as it “brings ‘the horrifying and disgusting aspects of 

existence to the surface, there to be rendered less harmful by the introduction of a comic 

perspective.”98 Again, the incongruity between the depicted object and the way it is depicted 

results in grotesque humour. 

 
93 Weitz 66-67. 

94 Weitz 66-67. 

95 Weitz 66-67. 

96 Simon Denith quoted in: Weitz 178-79. 

97 Weitz 178. 

98 Weitz 149. 
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Since it is of extreme importance for the analysis of the plays, the grotesque will be 

discussed in more detail. An aesthetic concept that is notoriously difficult to define, the 

grotesque stems from visual arts. The term itself was coined in the fifteenth century, based on 

the excavations of Nero’s Golden Palace in Italy and is linked to a previously unknown 

ornamental style featuring fantastic combinations of architectural elements, plants, figures and 

mythical creatures.99. Soon, the ornamental style spread and became popular across 

Renaissance Europe. According to Wolfgang Kayser, at the beginning of its use, “the 

monstrous fusion of human and nonhuman elements [were considered] the most typical 

feature of the grotesque style.”100 The term connotations grew throughout the centuries, not 

only referring to the visual arts, but also to literature but at the same time attaining a rather 

vague meaning. For instance, Kayser notes that in the 17th century it signified “silly, bizarre, 

extravagant,”101 while in the 18th, it referred to the “odd, unnatural, bizarre, strange, funny, 

ridiculous, caricatural etc.”102 This thesis employs various contemporary approaches to the 

grotesque, beginning with Kayser, for whom the grotesque is an expression of the alienated 

and absurd world and Michael Bakhtin, who in his study on Rabelais, focuses on the crucial 

role of laughter for the grotesque. If the grotesque is a fully negative phenomenon for Kayser, 

Bakhtin focuses on the regenerative force that results from the “the lowering of all that is 

high, spiritual, ideal, abstract to the material, earthly level, ”103 in order for it to be renewed.104  

Apart from parody and the grotesque, satire plays a key role in the analysis of the 

plays. According to Weitz, “[p]arody, irony and humour always carry evaluative edges, 

however veiled or unobtrusive. When that critical charge becomes the main force behind the 
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utterance, we tend to call it satire.”105 Thus, the use of humour, irony and ridicule to expose 

and criticize people's stupidity or vices, particularly in the context of contemporary politics 

typical of satire, can be explained by the Superiority Theory. However, satire employs irony, 

which has typical incongruity elements. As Weitz argues, usually, “a narrator adopts an 

identifiable discursive register in detached contrast to the events being described, thereby 

emphasizing the blithe, blind, or unthinking acceptance of insupportable thought or deed,”106 

which connects satire to the incongruity theory as well and defies any simple categorisations, 

rather pointing to the fact that how comic modes work can be explained by many, if not all 

humour theories at once.         

  Finally, the Relief Theory is concerned with what humour does to the audience than 

how it works. According to Weitz, “humour operates as a relief valve, but it also contributes 

satiric comment on the social attitudes.”107 Thus, apart from releasing nervous energy, 

humour can be used to overcome sociocultural inhibitions and as some researchers argue, 

have a positive effect on trauma survivors, which is especially important in the context of 

Northern Ireland. In her article “The Humour of Trauma Survivors: Its Application in a 

Therapeutic Milieu,” the psychotherapist Jacqueline Garrick argues that the use of humour 

appears to be a beneficial addition to the treatment of trauma survivors.108 Moreover, Garrick 

asserts that “the literature on humour supports the notion that humour has the physiological 

and psychological ability to promote healing.”109 According to Garrick, gallows humour and 

black humour are especially preferred by trauma survivors. She adds that “gallows humour is 

most common among police officers, fire fighters, paramedics, and hospital workers who face 

death and dying every day. Such individuals often describe their “dark” sense of humour as 
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the only way to “get by” while doing their job.”110 Moreover, gallows humour can also be 

found in “Jewish literature from the Holocaust,” which points to the fact that “Jews used 

humour to survive the ghettos and concentration camps of Nazism.”111 Furthermore, Garrick 

quotes Lipman, who argues that “black humour primarily exists when a trauma is man-made 

or has a known perpetrator (Lipman, 1991).”112 Garrick adds that:  

When survivors joke about Hitler, Custer, the Grand Wizard, or an abuser, they utilize 

a coping skill that releases anxiety, rage, and depression. The use of black humour, 

therefore, can be seen as a means of allowing negative or maladaptive stress responses 

to become positive or adaptive and to facilitate survivors’ progress in the recovery 

process.113  

No wonder then, that black and gallows humour are so typical for Northern Ireland. In their 

article “The Gift of the Gag – the Explosion in Irish Comedy,” Stephen Dixon and Deidre 

Falvey argue that “[h]umour in Northern Ireland, not unexpectedly for a place that has 

experienced decades of conflict, pain and terror, tends towards the blacker side of dark. 

Tragedy and comedy are close cousins – and the evidence for it is on the streets.”114 Thus, 

Weitz concludes that “[w]e do not laugh at things we don’t care about, and the subjects 

toward which we have the strongest feelings (e.g., a pet peeve or despised politician) stand to 

elicit the sharpest humorous response.”115 Therefore, by making the audience laugh, they can 

become more engaged with the problems of reality, and in certain cases, as shown above, that 

laughter can have a therapeutic effect. However, arguments such as these are based on the 

assumption that the audience share a basic set of values, which is certainly not always the 

case. The issue of reception is a very complex one and deserves to be treated in detail in a 
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study with a larger scope as much as it is going to be taken into consideration in the analysis 

of the dramas discussed in the present thesis.        

In the chapters that follow this MA thesis will focus on the function of the comic 

elements in four post-conflict Northern Irish Troubles plays, analysing how comic treatment 

of the Troubles enables critical engagement with their legacy, and at the same time helps both 

sides of the conflict deal with the remaining trauma caused by it.  
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2 Tim Loane’s Political Farces: Caught Red Handed & To Be Sure 

 

 
“I have always felt the politicians are the ultimate comic symbols in Northern 

Ireland...but the consequences of their decisions are deadly serious.”1 

 

Tim Loane, in an interview for The Guardian, 2002 
 

 

 

 

Tim Loane was born in County Antrim and educated in Cork and Belfast, after which 

he graduated in psychology from Queen’s University in Belfast. In 1988 he co-founded 

Tinderbox Theatre Company,2 one of the leading independent theatre companies in Northern 

Ireland. As a co-founder and joint Artistic Director of Tinderbox Theatre Company, Tim 

Loane “played an instrumental role in shaping Northern Ireland’s independent theatre scene.”3 

He left Tinderbox in 1996, and since then he has successfully pursued a career as a writer, 

director, and actor across various media, such as film, radio, and theatre. Loane’s theatre 

career skyrocketed with the production of the political satire Caught Red Handed. Or, How to 

Prune a Whin Bush4 (2002) for which he won The Irish Times Best New Play Award and the 

Steward Parker Award during the same year. The play was produced by Tinderbox Theatre 

Company and first premiered in the former Northern Bank Building in Belfast. Caught Red 

Handed is a satirical comedy that ridicules the radical Unionism of the DUP 5 as it stubbornly 

fails to adapt to the new reality brought forth by the Good Friday Agreement. In 2007 Loane 

 
1 Tim Loane qtd. in Karen Fricker, “Politicians are the Ultimate Comedians,” The Guardian, 

www.guardian.com, 22 October 2002, 

<https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2002/oct/22/comedy.artsfeatures>, 15 June 2020. 

2The Tinderbox Theatre Company was founded in 1988 by Lalor Roddy, Tim Loane and Stephen Wright. 

As one of the leading independent theatre companies in Northern Ireland, it produces challenging new 

writing about difficult or demanding themes, and increasingly on a site specific basis. 

3 Heidemann 193. 

4 The title comes from James Simmons’ poem “Ulster Says Yes,” which is itself a satirical poem on 

Unionism. It also refers to “The Red Hand of Ulster,” an Irish symbol used in heraldry to denote the Irish 

province of Ulster. 

5 The radically conservative Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) was founded by Ian Paisley. Until very 

recently it was opposed to the Good Friday Agreement and the peace process. Currently, the DUP shares 

power with Sinn Féin, the political wing of the IRA who have swapped the armed struggle with peaceful 

politics.  

http://www.guardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2002/oct/22/comedy.artsfeatures
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wrote his second play, To Be Sure. Or, How to Count Chickens When They Come Home, 

which was first produced at the Lyric Theatre in Belfast. To Be Sure is the Republican 

counterpart of Caught Red Handed which examines how bigoted Republicans react to the 

newly established peace with a great deal of grotesque comedy and satire. Due to the fact that 

Loane’s first two plays complement each other, Lagan Press has published them in a joint 

collection under the title of Comedy of Terrors (2008). In 2012 Loane wrote The Civilisation 

Game, also produced at the Lyric Theatre in Belfast, which Lagan Press has described as a 

“sharp satire on suburban shenanigans.”6  

Taking into account his dramatic oeuvre, it becomes clear that Loane has a “penchant 

for conflating art with politics,”7 choosing satirical comedy as his preferred mould for drama. 

The Comedy of Terrors diptych, which Ondřej Pilný has described as “a pinnacle of 

contemporary Northern Irish theatre,”8 is a set of remarkable satirical comedies that reveal 

and ridicule the pitfalls of the post-Agreement reality. The title of the joint edition is 

extremely telling regarding both the mode and theme of the plays. Loane uses comic gags and 

farcical elements to point to the terror that results from the hateful, dividing rhetoric employed 

by bigoted Unionists/Republicans in order to hold onto power even after the Good Friday 

Agreement. The title of the joint edition also refers to Stewart Parker’s famous quote from his 

play Northern Star (1984), which focuses on the period immediately after the unsuccessful 

rebellion of the United Irishmen in 1789. The play revolves around Henry Joy McCracken, a 

marginal figure in the rebellion who recalls his past as he is waiting for his death, reaching the 

conclusion that:9 

 
6Lagan Press, www.laganpress.com, <http://www.laganpress.co/authors/tim-loane>, 12 June 2020. 

7 Heidemann 194. 

8 Ondřej Pilný, “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” Hradec 

Králové Journal of Anglophone Studies, 6.1 (2019): 30. 

9 The Society of United Irishmen was founded in 1791 with the goal to remove English control from 

Ireland. It was formed mostly by Presbyterians but embraced Catholics, Protestants and Dissenters, uniting 

all religions of Ireland in the fight for its independence. However, their rebellion in 1798, failed, which 

resulted in the 1801 Act of Union, thus bringing Ireland under even tighter control by England than before.  

http://www.laganpress.com/
http://www.laganpress.co/authors/tim-loane
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All we've done is to reinforce the locks, cram the cells fuller than ever of mangled 

bodies crawling around in their own shite and lunacy, and the cycle just goes on, 

playing out the same demented comedy of terrors from generation to generation, 

trapped in the same malignant legend…10 

 

Here, Parker refers to the failed rebellion which has started a cycle of violence that is very 

similar to Troubles happening in Parker’s present. Importantly, Parker also uses the phrase in 

his introduction to the triptych, describing the characters of the three plays as “hinged together 

in a continuing comedy of terrors,”11 thus alluding to the continuity of the violence throughout 

the centuries. Thus, despite the fact that the conflict is officially over in the world Loane 

describes, the comedy of terrors and the discourse of hate and sectarian division are not; they 

are transmitted from generation to generation into the post-conflict reality that Loane’s plays 

depict, a world in which violence is only once wrong step away. According to Mark Phelan, 

in Northern Star Parker depicts how “the origins of militant republicanism - in one of those 

ironies of Irish history - lay in the same protestant community that inveighed against its 

modern (murderous) manifestation.”12 Loane’s diptych is also based on one of the ironies of 

Irish history: the continuing discourse of hate and violence is perpetuated by a strong desire 

for power over the Other due to which, regardless of their opposing ideologies, both parties 

employ the very same rhetoric of hate against each other in order to take control of the people. 

Thus, in both plays Loane reveals the hypocrisy of disguising hateful rhetoric behind cliched 

political and religious discourse through scathing satire. As he has argued in an interview with 

The Guardian, he has “always felt the politicians are the ultimate comic symbols in Northern 

Ireland...but the consequences of their decisions are deadly serious.”13 As such, Loane’s plays 

give a different perspective than clichéd Troubles plays that depict cycles of violence and 

 
10 Stewart Parker, Plays 2 (London: Methuen Drama: 2000) 9. (My emphasis) 

11 Parker, Plays 2, 9. 

12 Mark Phelan, “Stewart Parker—The Northern Star, Part II,” Culture Northern Ireland, 

www.culturenorthernireland.org, <https://www.culturenorthernireland.org/features/literature/stewart-

parker-northern-star-part-ii> 10 June 2020. 

13 Karen Fricker, “Politicians are the Ultimate Comedians,” The Guardian, www.guardian.com, 22 October 

2002, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2002/oct/22/comedy.artsfeatures>, 15 June 2020. 
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power struggle usually cast in a tragic mould. Instead, Loane’s plays use comedy to utterly 

ridicule the cliched rhetoric that has helped perpetuate this cycle of violence even after the 

Good Friday Agreement. While the satire of the first play is aimed at bigoted Loyalist 

politicians, the second shows a more personal perspective of a bigoted Republican family. As 

Loane himself argues, both plays are “very definitely post-Troubles,”14 they are “about 

coming to terms with the consequences of the war and the consequences of peace,”15 adding: 

“I love the ridiculous suggestion that since ceasefire time, writers might not have stuff to 

write about. Wise up, it's much more interesting now!"16 

The aim of this chapter is to analyse the comic and satirical elements of the plays that 

ridicule and subvert the Agreement’s “call for a ‘clean break’ with the past,”17 showing that 

the Troubles and especially the hateful rhetoric of the past is still an issue that should not be 

neglected. 

 

2.1 Caught Red Handed 

Caught Red Handed is set in 2005, three years after the date of its first performance, 

on the eve of the referendum on a United Ireland, the key issue that propels the plot of the 

play. According to Tom Maguire, the reception of the play “was given an added dimension 

through the discussion in the press and media of statistics from the most recent census which 

suggested that there would be inevitably a majority nationalist population within Northern 

Ireland within the foreseeable future.”18 The Unionist population has been haunted for a long 

time by what Mark Phelan calls a “demographic demon,”19 or a constant fear of Catholics 

outnumbering Protestants to such a degree that it would undercut the unionist majoritarian 

 
14 Paula Shields, “Ripe for a Joke,” Fortnight, 451 (2007): 19, JSTOR, 

<https://www.jstor.org/stable/25561897>, 12 June 2020. 

15 Shields 19. 

16 Shields 19. 

17 Heidemann 193. 

18Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 149. 

19 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 200. 
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claim to remaining a part of Britain. With a great degree of foresight20, in a satirical attack on 

bigoted Loyalist politicians the play explores the consequences of the referendum on a united 

Ireland, which Maguire has aptly called “the last move in the political endgame of Northern 

Ireland.”21   

The play opens with a video projection of a presenter in front of Stormont, who with a 

great degree of excitement and extremely cliched TV rhetoric announces that a referendum on 

United Ireland is about to take place: 

The tang of possibility is in the air as we approach yet another landmark in the 

tortuous but terrific journey towards the lancing of this suppurating boil on the buttock 

of Western Europe. And in the last few minutes the two governments have made a 

dramatic joint announcement: they have accepted the US president’s ultimatum, and I 

can confirm for you now, that forthwith; there will be a referendum on a United 

Ireland.22  

 

Curiously, the TV presenter vividly describes Northern Ireland as “a suppurating boil on the 

buttock of Western Europe,”(18) a grotesque, bodily metaphor that is at odds with the 

extremely cliched journalese she employs to deliver the message, thus setting the humorous 

tone of the play from the very start. After the referendum is announced, the charismatically 

eloquent Leader of the Alternative Unionist Party (a parody of the DUP), who bears a striking 

similarity to the (in)famous Unionist leader, Ian Paisley, calls for protest that would stop the 

referendum because he considers it undemocratic: 

Leader: It is precisely as I prophesied. I have warned the people of Ulster about this 

so-called Peace Process, and now we can see it for what it really is; and its true 

colours are the blood-spatted green, white and gold. [His aides bark their agreement.] 

A wholly undemocratic process is being foisted upon us, and our enemies are yapping 

 
20 According to Mark Phelan, soon after the play opened, David Trimble, then leader of the Ulster Unionist 

Party, demanded that a referendum on a United Ireland be held in order to counter Sinn Fein’s claims and 

“kill the issue for a generation.” (Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace 

Process,” 20) 

21 Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 150. 

22 Tim Loane, Comedy of Terrors: Caught Red Handed & To Be Sure (Belfast: Lagan Press, 2008) 18. (All 

further references will be to this edition in parentheses in the text.) 
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with delight as they sniff the stench of their deadly dream: a United Ireland by hook or 

by crook. (34) 

 

This short passage amply illustrates the Leader’s eloquent turn of phrase; he employs several 

alliterations (“precisely-prophesied,” “deadly-dream”) and symbolically laden discourse 

(“blood-spatted green, white and gold”) to reach his audience on an emotional level and thus 

increase the strength of his elaborate narrative of victimhood. While his rhetoric is powerful, 

the reporter does not stay blind to the irony of his statement and asks how a referendum, out 

of all things, can be undemocratic. To this, the Leader reports bluntly: 

 

Leader: Because we don’t want it. The British and Irish governments may have flung 

down the gauntlet, drawn from a perfumed American palm; but we don’t have to pick 

it up. Not when we can crush it with our boots. (34) 

 

It is obvious that the Leader’s discourse does not operate on the basis of logics; the 

referendum is a possibility to show what the people want peacefully, by means of voting, 

which is nothing else but a textbook definition of democracy. Yet the Leader insists that it is 

undemocratic and threatens to “crush it with [their] boots” if need be, which only points to the 

fact that he might be afraid of its outcome. However, he is unable to meet the cheering crowds 

waiting for him outside due to suffering from a difficult constipation, comically described as 

being “in the middle of a complex and rather protracted crap.”(37) As the Leader issues a 

“long howl from offstage,” (36) the frantic reverend McIlroy, who holds heart-to-heart 

conversations with God, as if he were his pal, exalts: “Oh Lord, remember what you did for 

Lazarus in his hour of need.” (36) As the toilet flush is heard, McIlroy exclaims: “Thank you 

Jesus!”(36) Here, Loane juxtaposes scatological and religious rhetoric, all presented in a 

rather farcical way that undermines the sanctity of the rhetoric of religion which just a few 

moments after is used as a unifying factor of Protestant identity: 

Leader: Who would have predicted that in this, the year of our Lord, two thousand 

and five, we would have seen our institutions degraded, our dead heroes mocked, and 

our religious freedom trampled upon? 
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...  

We must plant our feet firmly on the turf as our forefathers did, with dignity and 

unwavering strength. We will show the world that Ulster belongs to God and to the 

Protestant people. (40) 

 

The leader alludes to Protestant heroic continuity from the past, the building block of ethnic 

nationalism, which is defined against the Other. However, the Leader’s speech is full of 

contradictions; he argues that their religious freedom is being trampled upon, but his complain 

is entirely one-sided, as he claims that “We will show the world that Ulster belongs to God 

and to the Protestant people.” (40) By leaving the Catholics out of the equation, he is the one 

mocking the concept of religious freedom his speech was based on. However, his rhetoric is 

so persuasive his listeners are easily convinced: 

I call on every man, old and young to fight. Mobilise and fight for our lives, our 

children’s lives and our children’s children’s lives. We will block every road. We will 

close every business. We will bring our country to its knees and paralyse our enemies 

until they withdraw this abhorrence. We will stop this referendum with a 

powerful...but peaceful protest. Being convinced in our conscience, we will never 

accept a United Ireland. We will never let the whoring Roman scum grind us down. 

For we are the whin bush: we may have a simple beautiful nobility; but try to crush it 

and we burst in your hand. (40) 

 

Out of a fight for political power, the Leader develops a grand narrative of heroism and 

victimhood, veiled in rhetoric about religious injustice. Furthermore, the depiction of the 

projected Unionist action very much resembles what happened during the Ulster Workers’ 

Council Strike in 1974. As he concludes his speech by posing like Carson’s statue,23 to which 

“the crowd goes nuts,”(40) he suddenly dies. After the initial shock, the group of close 

supporters concludes that they must hide the death of the Leader, otherwise they would not be 

able to create the “completely controllable chaos” (42) needed in order to stop the 

referendum. Thus, they decide to place the Leader in the toilet, or as they colloquially (and 

rather rudely) say, “stick him [the Leader] in the bog” (45) for the time being, which results in 

 
23 Edward Carson was an Irish Loyalist politician and judge who played advocated for Ireland remaining in 

the union with Great Britain and played a major role in the division of Ireland. 
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a magnificent scene of slapstick comedy. Their grunts increase and they struggle to sit him up 

and pull down his trousers, so he looks natural if anyone was to stumble upon him, until they 

undress him and all gasp in unison, which is followed by a few moments of complete silence: 

McIlroy [offstage]: My word! 

Wylie [offstage]: Not very impressive, sure it’s not? 

Wayne [offstage]: I’m gonna boke. 

Watson [offstage]: Looks sorta funny on such a big man. 

McIlroy [offstage]:That’s enough! 

[They re-enter – close the door – mop brows and straighten ties.] 

Wylie: So long as the Sunday World never hears about that bit. 

Watson: I can see the headline now: ‘Not an inch!’ (46) 

 

The humorous double-entendre is the ultimate ridicule of extreme Loyalism, as it juxtaposes 

the meagre genital size of the physically large Leader with the popular Unionist slogan.24 

Such a juxtaposition of bodily humour with serious matters can be also examined in light of 

Bakhtin’s concept of the grotesque. In his study of Rabelais, Bakhtin highlights the crucial 

role of laughter for the grotesque, focusing on the carnivalesque nature of humour, which 

according to him, is the juxtaposition of the comic and the grotesque which enabled laymen to 

openly parody and satirize society during the period of the carnival, and thus expose its faults. 

According to Bakhtin, the carnivalesque laughter is complex and playful, it is both aimed at 

the outside world, and at the one who is laughing, a process which prompts rebirth and 

renewal.25 This key element of this process is degradation, which he defines as “lowering of 

 
24 According to the CAIN website, “Not an inch!” is a popular slogan amongst the Unionist/Loyalist 

communities to illustrate their opposition to any change to the constitutional position of Northern Ireland. 

The slogan dates to the time of the partition of Ireland in the 1920s. It had been proposed that a Boundary 

Commission would rule on any anomalies that arose from placing the new border along existing county 

borders. It was anticipated that some areas of the designated Northern Ireland which contained large 

Catholic populations would be incorporated into the new Irish Free State. However Unionists objected to 

giving up any territory from the six counties that were to form Northern Ireland and the slogan 'not an inch' 

was coined.  

Cain Web service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/glossary.htm> 21 June 2020. 

 

25Bakhtin 12. 

http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/glossary.htm
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all that is high, ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of the earth 

and body in their indissoluble unity.”26 Bakhtin’s carnivalesque transforms ‘All that was 

frightening in ordinary life [...] into amusing or ludicrous monstrosities,”27 and in this process 

“[i]mages of the body are offered [...] in an extremely exaggerated form.”28 According to 

Bakhtin: 

The stress is laid on those parts of the body that are open to the outside world, that is, 

the parts through which the world enters the body or emerges from it, or through 

which the body itself goes out to meet the world. This means that the emphasis is on 

the apertures or the convexities, or on various ramifications and offshoots: the open 

mouth, the genital organs, the breasts, the phallus, the potbelly, the nose. The body 

discloses its essence as a principle of growth which exceeds its limits only in 

copulation, pregnancy, childbirth, the throes of death, eating, drinking, or defecation.29  

In Caught Red Handed Lynch puts great focus on the (impossibility) of defecation as well as 

the Leaders genitals, thus degrading him and turning him into laughingstock together with 

hateful his manipulative agenda. 

 After an unsuccessful struggle for the leadership position between Wylie, the party’s 

PR professional, Watson, a former paramilitary; McIlroy, a fundamentalist pastor; and the 

Leader’s son Wayne, they realise that they do not possess the level of eloquence and charisma 

that allowed the leader to control the masses. With an almost unbelievable stroke of luck, they 

find a farmer, Pat Mac Stíofáin (played by the same actor), who is the spitting image of the 

Leader, and scheme for him to take the place of the Leader so that the people do not waver in 

their decision to stop the referendum. They go to County Antrim to find Pat, who lives in a 

stereotypical Irish farmer’s cottage, but the meeting causes a lot of distress to them. This is 

especially true for McIlroy, who although at first argues for charity towards the “simple folk,” 

becomes histrionic when he notices the Catholic symbols around the cottage: 

 
26 Bakhtin 19 

27 Bakhtin 47. 

28 Bakhtin 18. 

29 Bakhtin 26. 
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McIlroy: Now really, gentlemen, you most show charity. These are simple country 

folk who have welcomed us with open arms. You must open your hearts and offer a 

reciprocal embrace. [But he spots a huge Sacred Heart picture on the back wall.] Jesus 

Christ! It’s a Papish plot! 

Watson: So he’s a Catholic. That means he’ll do anything for money. 

McIlroy: Tis the Whore of Babylon! Satan has brought us into the lion’s den! 

Wylie: Beggars can’t be choosers. 

[Lightning cracks and lights flash to cover the change of Christ’s face—so he has a 

stern glare, black hair and beard, prominent teeth and glasses—like a certain 

Republican leader. But only McIlroy sees the devil himself, and he drops to his knees 

with Bible aloft—as they regard him with dismay.] (52) 

 

Despite the fact that these symbols show only a different relationship with the same God, 

McIlroy reaction is exaggeratedly melodramatic as it is a parody of the actual rhetoric so often 

used when referring to Catholicism. In fact, some of these phrases are actually reminiscent of 

the speeches of Ian Paisley, whose emotionally laden rhetoric is considered to have flared a 

huge amount of the violence in the Troubles. For instance, he has claimed that he was “not 

going to sit down with bloodthirsty monsters who have been killing and terrifying [his] 

people"30 – referring to the demands to sit down and talk with Sinn Féin. Moreover, he has 

referred to the Pope John Paul II as "the scarlet woman of Rome."31 The parody is obvious 

here, but Loane lifts it up a notch and turns the Catholic icon of Jesus into the devil with the 

face of the republican leader Gerry Adams. To make matters worse, Watson adds in another 

cliché, claiming that Catholics would do anything for money, which is extremely ironic, and 

also comic given the fact that in this case it is them that would do anything (even hire a 

Catholic to play the dead Leader) for power (and with it, money as well).  

The humour culminates with Pat’s first appearance on the stage, when he opens the 

toilet door and lifts up his trousers, paralleling the toilet narrative in which the Leader was last 

 
30 “Ian Paisley's Most Notable Quotes,” www.rte.ie, <https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-

quotes/> 23 Feb. 2013. 

31 “Ian Paisley's Most Notable Quotes,” www.rte.ie, <https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-

quotes/> 23 Feb. 2013. 

http://www.rte.ie/
https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-quotes/
https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-quotes/
http://www.rte.ie/
https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-quotes/
https://www.rte.ie/news/2014/0912/643274-paisley-quotes/
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seen, and exclaiming (with a strong Antrim accent) that “[i]t’s getting so a body canne have a 

decent shite without some hallions interrupting him.”(53) As radical Unionists, the group 

faces great, almost caricature-like difficulty in pronouncing an Irish name, so instead they 

translate it into the ‘good old’ English, which results in yet another a comic exchange: 

Wylie: As you see Mister Stephens...  

Pat: [correction]: Mac Stíofáin 

Watson: So Mister MacStoiy...MacStraiou...MacStewfer...  

Pat: Call me Pat. (54) 

 

After some time, they successfully convince Pat to play the part of the Leader and embark on 

a mission to present him in a public press conference in order to attain the support of even 

more protesters where he is to remain silent at all times and repeat the others’ actions. This 

leads to another awkward slapstick scene, where Pat remains seated while the group stands, 

and he sits as they stand up. This continues for quite some time and “[t]here is much tentative 

dipping and bobbing until Wylie sits decisively and the others follow.”(62) 

 Pat’s appearances in public may have begun awkwardly, but soon he learns the 

discourse of Unionism so well that he replicates their rhetoric without their help and with an 

unbelievable force, mechanically spitting out empty phrases of Loyalist political rhetoric: 

Pat: Let me give you some hard facts here: per capita the Irish Free State has more 

drug addicts, more unemployed, more mentally ill, more paedophiles, more criminals, 

more tourists and more nuns. And that is the legacy of a Roman Catholic state. 

… 

Only heathens could mass-produce children for export to the extent that they 

do…Selling their children off and spreading their tentacles to infiltrate and control 

other countries as well as their own. That is the real Irish diaspora. (82) 

 

Again, Loane humorously satirises Unionists’ stereotypical beliefs about Catholics by putting 

nuns and tourists side by side with drugs addicts and criminals as the top problems of the Irish 

Republic. Furthermore, he alludes to Jonathan Swifts’ famous ironical pamphlet “A Modest 

Proposal,” (1729) which proposes production and consumption of Catholic children as a 

solution to starvation in Ireland, which is, of course, mechanically reproduced by Pat. Thus, 
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Loane presents us with double irony: the puppet master (the Leader) is replaced by a puppet, 

but the puppet’s empty rhetoric becomes even more powerful than the actual Leader himself. 

The obvious satire here is directed to politicians without scruples who do not stop at anything 

to achieve their goals. As Tom Maguire asserts, for Loane, “loyalist identity is plastic” and 

“can be shucked off and replaced with a change of clothing.”32 Thus, Loane’s politicians, Eva 

Urban concludes, “are not in fact threatened by the reality of a United Ireland, but deliberately 

use the irrational fear of such an outcome in order to manipulate their electors.”33 Tim Loane 

explains that the inspiration for depicting politicians in such a way comes from the political 

reality in Northern Ireland: 

In writing Caught Red Handed, I felt, in the end, while I was very satisfied with the 

end result, I was aware that, to some degree, the unionists are an easy target, and that 

everybody laughs at them apart from themselves anyway…in my view… they have 

already become caricatures of themselves. It's almost like there's no other way for you 

to do it in politics here. If you're going to step into the political arena, how long can 

you resist the allure of being a caricature of yourself?"34 

However, beyond this scorching and extremely comic satire, in Caught Red Handed 

Loane offers a beacon of hope for change within Unionist politics. Constance, the Leader’s 

wife formerly restricted to the role of a housewife, and his intellectual gay son, Wayne, 

representatives of the groups of people marginalized in this never-ending political battle end 

up creating a perspective for a world of plurality and possibility. They plot to exchange Pat’s 

script that calls for violence for a peaceful one right before his final speech, and with a newly 

found voice they plead for a change in Unionists’ priorities that cater to a lasting peace. Thus, 

Wayne exclaims:  

Wayne: There is another way for us. There has to be. I don’t exactly know what it is 

yet and I can’t pretend I have all the answers because I want to be up front with you. 

But I do know that I want us to find the way together. And if we lose the referendum 

 
32 Maguire, Making Theatre in Northern Ireland 156. 

33 Eva Urban, Community Politics and the Peace Process in Contemporary Northern Irish Drama (Oxford: 

Peter Lang, 2011), 194-95. 

34 Shields 19. 
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we deal with it. It’s not the end of the world; it’s the new beginning of a new 

challenge.. (115) 

 

At the end of the play, Wayne subverts the extended whin bush metaphor that his father 

employed to call for violence as an act of self-preservation at the beginning of the play: 

 

Wayne: And let no one tell you that Protestant culture is about how we fight or who 

we hate; it’s about our reasoned voice of dissent, the strength of our character and the 

real achievements of our minds and our bodies. We are indeed like a whin bush. But 

we must prune back our dried old stalks, blunt our sharpened spines and tie in our 

wayward young branches so that we may flourish and flower more brightly; proud and 

distinct. so that one will ever have the need or desire to try to crush us again. (115) 

 

Ultimately, the play ends with the results of the referendum being announced, leaving 

it to the audience to decide for themselves what should the result be, among the many other 

questions it rises. It is evident that Caught Red Handed tackles the issue of the silent majority 

in a very literal manner. For instance, earlier in the play, when the reporter in Caught Red 

Handed insists that “a referendum is the time to let the people have their say; the chance for 

the silent majority to speak,” (34) the Unionist spokesperson Wylie retorts: “They’ve had 

nothing to say before now. And their silence has always been consent.”(34) As Pilný argues, 

“Loane’s work does not ridicule militant radicals only but also all those who enable their 

dominance in the province by their silence, with the implication that this group includes many 

an audience member.”35 Thus, Loane literally focuses the light on the audience during “the 

cheesy political chat show”36 Let’s Chat later on in the play, where with a democratic show of 

hands the audience gets to have their say about the issue: 

[Camera wide on the audience as house lights are raised.] I’m sure you’re only too 

glad to have a chance to answer the big one in public. Let’s have a show of hands: 

those in favour of remaining a part of Britain? [He scans the crowd.] Those who 

would vote for a United Ireland? [Scans crowd.] And those who don’t want to vote? 

[Scans crowd.] The legacy of the Alliance Party is still with us. (43) 

 
35 Pilný, “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” 30. 

36 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 198. 
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No wonder then, that Phelan notes that the play offers “a good night out” with an 

uncomfortable kick in the arse.”37 All in all, not only does the farcical satire of Caught Red 

Handed reveal and ridicule the political methods of manipulation that turn people against each 

other, but also warns that by remaining silent, the audience becomes complicit in it. 

 

2.2 To Be Sure 

If the satire in Caught Red Handed was aimed at hard-line Unionism, the second play 

of the diptych ridicules bigoted Republicans, this time presenting the point of view of the 

ordinary people that had experienced the conflict and are now adapting (some better than 

others) to life in peace. As Tim Loane argues, "Tackling a serious issue in a ridiculous 

comedy allows you to look at it in a very different way. While Caught Red Handed focussed 

on the politicians themselves, I chose to look at the republican crisis by focussing on a family 

who are at the rough end as such.”38 The play opens with the family’s preparations for Easter 

as Marian and Joe Power, together with their three adult children Thomas, Grace and Liam all 

gather to spend what would turn out to be a “rather bloody Good Friday.”39 Loane sets the 

play on Good Friday, which is a symbolically charged date, as it is not only a religious 

holiday, but a date with a strong political and historical meaning that has shaped the history of 

Ireland as the date of the Easter Rising and the signing of the Good Friday Agreement. As 

Birte Heidemann argues, “Loane recasts Good Friday from a post-Agreement perspective by 

revoking its religious, ideological and political significance.”40 Thus, the play opens with 

Marian and her son Thomas building a man sized crucifix from a wooden pallet, with which 

they indent to commemorate Easter in a rather peculiar way. As it often happens, religion in 

 
37 Phelan “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 199. 

38 Shileds 18. 

39 Heidemann 200. 

40 Heidemann 200. 
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Northern Ireland is used for political purpose, which is exactly what Loane parodies here. It 

becomes clear early on in the play that Marian is set out to leave a strong political message 

with her “cultural extravaganza,” claiming that “most people have forgotten the true meaning 

of Easter.” (126) Surprisingly, according to her son, Thomas, “Easter was when that black 

Protestant Judas sold Our Lord to the Jews so the godless rich bastards could kill him.” (126) 

Judas’ portrayal as a Protestant is so out of place that it comes across as extremely funny at 

the start. However, despite the fact that putting contemporary stereotypes onto religious 

scripture might seem comic at first, it takes a darker turn when considering the still prevalent 

sectarian division Loane describes. 

Apart from her son’s explanation, Marian has another interpretation for Easter; she 

urges people not to forget “the self-same sockrifice of the heroes of the Republic, and the 

Easter Rising of the Entire Irish race…the bravest sons Mother Ireland ever reared.” (126) 

Marian chooses to commemorate the Easter Rising, but refuses to do so for the Good Friday 

Agreement. For her, the Good Friday Agreement is a sell-out of the Republican struggle: 

“[T]hey were sold out by some people for thirty-two pieces of Stormont silver. Good Friday, 

my oul arse.” (126) As Heidemann argues,  

Loane sets out to uncover the hidden hypocrisies of Republican dogma by exploring 

the ways in which Republicanism has forged a quasi- complementary narrative of 

Catholicism for the sole purpose of controlling political opinion. Instead of 

reconciliation, Republicanism’s invocation of religion has fostered an ideology of 

revenge that continues to resonate well into the post-Agreement period.41 

However, Marian’s religious effort takes an even more comic turn when she makes plans to 

keep up with the neighbours Christmas decorations, and even outdo them: 

Marian: Them next door think they’re sooo big lighting up the whole street at 

Christmas with their Santa’s grotto; well wait till they get a load of this! [She 

demonstrates.] Out there under the streetlamp, with me on my knees, draped in the 

 
41 Heidemann 200. 
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flag sewn by my own humble hand; and they’ll be real tears, I’m telling you now. 

(129) 

Marian calls the Christmas decorations “Santa’s grotto;” while grottos are usually used as 

shrines for statues of saints or the Virgin Mary. The comic juxtaposition of popular culture 

and religious discourse becomes even funnier in the context of common neighbourly 

competition, combined with a protest for the cause, parodying it all: “For starters we have to 

take turns dragging that cross up and down the road until we’re absolutely knackered, for to 

be symbolic.” (129) Marian exaggerates Catholic victimhood on purpose to the extent that it 

basically becomes a parody of itself. However, her preparations do not go as planned, as her 

delinquent son comes back from the post office with a bloody knife and load of stolen money. 

Wondering how to solve the problem, they refuse to go to the police, and instead turn to 

Jerome Duffy, an ex-paramilitary who is now a powerful politician, which reveals a lot about 

the complex Catholic reality even in the post-conflict period. As Loane himself argues: 

The issue of whether or not republicans should support the Police Service of Northern 

Ireland has come to the fore perfectly for the play. It was always the centrepiece of the 

story. The engine of the play is that a situation happens early on in the play and the 

question is do we go to the police or do we go to the Provies?42  

Therefore, when a police officer comes around asking around about the crime shortly 

afterwards, they instantly try to chase him away with extremely rude comments. Despite the 

fear of being found out, an air of utter distrust and fear of the police in general can be sensed 

at this moment. That is why they are surprised that the policeman enters the house with a lot 

of enthusiasm, saying: “Well I’m not long in the job, and I wanted to get out and meet the 

community. We’re all one big family now, so I thought I’d pop in and say…hello.”(139) 

However, he is not welcomed, but called “a big orange bastard…a turncoat; a black leg; a 

scab.”(142)  

 
42 Shields 18. 
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The reasons for such a reaction lies in “the discriminatory practices against the 

country’s Catholic population”43 that became extreme during the Troubles. Despite the fact 

that the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) was renamed the Police Service of Northern 

Ireland (PSNI) in 2001 as part of extensive policing reforms following the Agreement,44 Sinn 

Féin was radically opposed to the police even after the conflict, and only came to accept its 

legitimacy “a matter of weeks before To Be Sure opened in 2007, [when] Sinn Féin held an 

historic Ard Fheis meeting.”45 However, Marian, like many other Catholics, is sceptical of the 

reform and refuses to acknowledge Sinn Féin’s progressive position. Instead, she claims that 

the police “might have new uniforms, but they’re still the RUC,”(164) and refers to Sinn Féin 

as a “shower of…shites”(127) for accepting the policing reform and with it accepting a 

divided Ireland. Thus, as Heidemann aptly argues: 

It is here, in the moment of reform, that post-Agreement Northern Ireland’s political 

rhetoric finds the object of its critique. More precisely, if the change of ‘uniform’ 

would suffice to constitute ‘reform,’ then it becomes unmistakably clear that 

‘ideological manipulation...has not ceased with the end of the Troubles’.46 

Thus, terrified of being discovered, the family gives the policeman an (allegedly) 

mortal hit in the head and “sticks him in the bog” (in a parallel with Caught Red Handed,) 

shrouded with the handmade Irish tricolour. Little do they know, however, that the policeman 

is their daughter’s boyfriend, who had been planning on proposing to her that very night. This 

one horrid act of violence gives way for a vicious cycle of violence and there is an 

increasingly grotesque amount of gushing blood and crushed skulls. As Phelan argues: “The 

Powers’ subsequent attempts to cover-up his killing only unleashes further murder and 

mayhem which swiftly spirals out of control as in suitably mock epic terms…”47After the 

 
43 Heidemann 209. 

44 Heidemann 209. 

45 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 199. 

46 Heidemann 208. 

47 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 204. 
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policeman Leslie, they not only kill, but also dismember and decapitate the ex-paramilitary 

kneecapping criminal Thumper Magee, who comes to take the money from Liam and kill him 

for running away with it. However, just before he manages to shoot Liam, Joe strangles him 

with a toaster wire (also stolen by Liam). Consequently, in a grotesquely comical scene, they 

agree to hide him in a blue wheelie bin suited only for paper and plastic, but they make an 

exception because he “is biodegradable.”(155) However, he does not fit in, so to hide him 

they must cut him into pieces. The others are reluctant to do so, but Marian, “like some 

deranged Kathleen Ni Houlihan, exhorts her sons to dismember and decapitate her former 

lover as their patriotic duty”48: 

Marian: Do it for me, boys; and do it for Ireland. [She dims lights, pulls curtains and 

flicks the CD on loud—“The Patriot Game” with a wicked dance beat. They raise the 

bin-lid and Liam starts to chop—blood squirts—and he lifts out the severed right arm 

dripping gore. He chops some more—then pulls out the left…] (155) 

This parodic take on Kathleen Ni Houlihan enhanced by the “wicked dance beat” motivates 

her sons very much, and Thumper is cut into pieces as his blood covers the floor, while his 

head ends up in the microwave. It is this extremely comic and utterly grotesque moment that 

reminds of Stewart Parker’s quote from Northern Star, only now, instead of the cells, it is 

their living room that is “ fuller than ever of mangled bodies crawling around in their own 

shite and lunacy,” and as the sons follow their mother’s plea, it is becomes obvious “that the 

cycle just goes on, playing out the same demented comedy of terrors from generation to 

generation, trapped in the same malignant legend…”49      

 The arrival of Jerome Duffy at this moment only increases the tension and complicates 

the situation instead of solving it. The now suit-wearing politician, “republican down to the 

Semtex under his fingernails,” (127), despite pretending to help them, has no intention to do 

so. Instead, he is planning to turn them to the police, which is by now barricading the house 

 
48 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 204. 

49 Stewart Parker, Plays 2, 9. 
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from outside. Experienced in negotiation (and manipulation), Duffy boasts that he is used to 

dealing “with Prime Ministers, Presidents and Primates” (50) and promises to take care of the 

situation. However, the radical Marian sees trough his disguise and blames him for 

compromising his principles and manipulating the people: 

Jerome: Look, we have finally got the prods to the negotiating table on our terms, and 

I am doing nothing to jeopardise that. 

 

Marian: “Negotiate?” You think you can negotiate our birth right? You sold us out. 

Jerome: We compromised. 

 

Marian: But you told us not to. What about “Brits Out”? What about “Disband the 

RUC?” What about “Not a bullet, not an ounce” Where was the compromise in that? 

 

Jerome: That’s called strategy. They were the right words at the right time, and they 

got us the victory we deserved. (194) 

Despite the fact that Jerome’s name and overall rhetoric reminds of the famous Republican 

leader, Gerry Adams, Loane emphasises that “he is not based on any single individual, but is a 

composite character,” arguing that: “It's not intended to be Adams or McGuinness; it's a do-it 

yourself ex-Provie! The politician who represents the focus and the climax of the play is not 

intended to be any one of them, but I think we'll all recognise him for the various ex-gunmen, 

now suit-wearers that are around.” 50 The “do-it-yourself ex provie” is a clear parody of the 

paramilitaries that have swapped their bombs and guns for suits and negotiations, but still 

continue with their manipulative and hateful rhetoric, only this time, in the name of the 

Agreement, with the purpose of holding onto power. When the family realizes this, they give 

him a hit with the pan -same as the policeman before- and subsequently tie him up. It is only 

here that he admits his manipulative actions: 

Jerome: They want to think that they’re thinking for themselves. But they don’t like 

complications. They want easy answers; they want black and white; they want lines 

 
50 Shields 18. 
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they can learn. So we talk to them in the language they understand: that’s fighting talk. 

(beat) We said fight, and youse fought. Narr we say stop. And I think it’s best for all 

of the people if you be good and do exactly what you’re told. (196) 

At this moment, Marian overtly leaves behind any politics, instead creating her own family 

paramilitary organization to achieve the Republican cause: 

Marian: We are the disenfranchised, the disinherited, the disillusioned! We are the T-

I-T-B-S! 

Liam: The wha? 

Marian: You’ve had the Provisionals, the Real IRA and the Continuities; well we’re 

The IRA-To-Be-Sure. (198) 

As Heidemann argues, in this scene “Loane mocks the almost arbitrary use of acronyms for 

paramilitary and sectarian groups by way of Marian’s playful interlocution… of ‘The IRA-

To-Be-Sure’,”51 which comically reminds both of “tits” and “titbits,” “a sweet treat.”52 

Moreover, “to be sure” is a phrase now associated with Irish Catholics, in a clichéd, 

stereotyping manner. 

  However, this kind of manipulation is not unique to Republican leaders and Loane 

makes sure to emphasize this fact that this is an issue of the both sides of the division, 

regardless of their religion and ideology. Therefore, in To Be Sure, Loane employs the same 

kind of rhetoric used in Caught Red Handed and Jerome’s speech quoted above is the mirror 

image of Wylie’s: 

Wylie: You know works best for the people, Wayne. And they have entrusted us with 

that. Don't be under any illusions here; they don't want details or grey areas; they just 

want to know what's good and what's bad. They need fearsome icons. They need 

unassailable truths. Controlled hysteria. That's what we are creating. We want them 

there, wound up and ready for action. (84-5) 

 

Although ideologically opposed, the two speeches use the exact same formulations. As Mark 

Phelan argues, 

 
51 Heidemann 203. 

52 Heidemann 203. 
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Both speeches appear identical and yet are spoken by representatives of political 

parties ideologically opposed to one another. Each eschews “grey areas” in favour of 

“black and white” politics, as they need to maintain the monochrome moral universe 

that keeps their followers in the dark.53 

 

This view of the world as “black and white” gives space for a very limited perception of what 

is good and what is bad, by leaving the grey areas out, the people are more easily led to 

believe that their acts are absolutely right while the Other is undeniably wrong, which makes 

them extremely easily manipulated. And that is exactly what both politicians admit, that their 

ideology serves as means of total manipulation. Importantly, it is the working-classes that are 

manipulated the most. As Eva Urban notes, in his plays, Loane emphasizes the fact that “the 

working-classes have been set against each other by those in power.”54 On the other hand, 

Loane also satirizes the affluent middle-classes that often are complicit in the perpetuating the 

conflict by refusing to do anything about the conflict but rather run away or hide.”55 This is 

evident in an extremely comic passage of Caught Red Handed that satirizes the behaviour of 

the more affluent classes in the face of the unrest caused by the “Day of Rage” against the 

upcoming referendum: 

Reporter: The people of Northern Ireland are holding their breath once again in 

anxious anticipation of the impending Unionist action. Panic buying has been reported 

with bread and milk now unavailable in the city areas while Sprucefield shopping 

centre is said to be all out of organic salad and Chilean Chardonnay. Border roads 

have been bumper to bumper with people-carriers as Catholic professionals and 

middle class Protestants flee the province. But while hardship returns to Northern 

Ireland once again, a spokesman for Bord Failte, the Irish Tourist Board, Fair Fa ye 

Board O Airlan, has said that the twelfth of July has come early to Donegal and they 

can’t cook the chips fast enough. 56 (65) 

 
53 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 196. 

54 Urban 169. 

55 Mark Phelan, Introduction to Comedy of Terrors: Caught Red Handed & To Be Sure, by Tim Loane 

(Belfast: Lagan Press, 2008), 16 

56 Catholics often go across the border during the Marching season, which culminates on 12 July, the 

anniversary of the victory of William of Orange in the Battle of the Boyne (1690). 
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There is a curious emphasis on more expensive imported products such as “Chilean 

Chardonnay” and “organic salad” that points to a more affluent clientele living in a fully 

globalized world in which sectarian conflicts like this one seem more than absurd. 

Significantly, the ones who leave are both “Catholic professionals and middle class 

Protestants,” and they are not just looking for survival by heading over the border but treat it 

as a holiday; even the Irish Tourist Board sees the issue in strictly monetary terms and they 

“can’t cook the chips fast enough” in expectation of the swarm of visitors. The 

disenfranchised, who are more easily manipulated (working-class neighbourhoods were the 

typical recruitment sites for paramilitaries from both groups) are the ones left to protest. For 

instance, the Powers are a typical example of a poor working-class (ex)-paramilitary family 

and are shown as extremely bigoted and easily manipulated. The young Grace is the only one 

with more liberal but also critically progressive views, which is due to the fact that she goes to 

university and is able to change her environment. At the start of the play, Grace believes in 

Jerome’s political solutions and compromises, but after hearing him manipulate people 

because he thinks “they are basically thick” (196) she is the first one to hit him with the pan 

and turn the revolver on him. It is Grace that emerges most changed and able to criticize both 

the bigoted Republicanism of her family as well as the manipulative politicians. As Phelan 

argues, “[t]he corrosive influence of violence is more soberly debated later in a heated 

exchange between Grace and her father as they dispute the legitimacy of armed struggle:”57 

Joe: Back off, Grace. You weren’t there. You don’t know what it was like.  

Grace: So I’m not entitled to an opinion? 

Joe: We were defending our people; it was a legitimate armed campaign. 

Grace: Maybe in the beginning, yeah. 

Joe: We’d no rights, no politicians; there was soldiers shooting us on the street, we 

had to fight. 

Grace: I know. But then one day you started tarring and feathering wee girls… 

Joe: You’re far too young. 

 
57 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 205. 
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Grace: Then you started shooting lorry drivers and taximen… 

Joe: We did what we had to do. 

Grace: Then you finished off knee-capping your own kids and knifing young fathers 

in the street. 

Joe has no answer. 

Grace: And who decided they were legitimate targets? 

Silence. (195) 

While Joe has an already formulated cliched reply to his daughter’s accusations, the last one 

leaves him speechless, which as Phelan argues, happens because “he can no longer justify the 

unjustifiable.”58 What Grace refers to in her accusation is “the savage murder of Robert 

McCartney by drunken IRA and Sinn Féin personnel and the subsequent efforts to cover it 

up.”59 Loane explains that the shocking behaviour of Sinn Féin provided the trigger for the 

play: 

The comedy, of course, has its roots in the grimmest realities, the murder of Robert 

McCartney. Loane was shocked by the subsequent behaviour of Sinn Fein, the IRA 

and the community in Short Strand. "The barely disguised threat from Martin 

McGuinness, and Sinn Fein's reaction that the police were being very heavy-handed. 

The sheer lack of self-awareness of the IRA in actually daring to offer the family that 

they shoot someone as punishment. The community closing ranks against the 

McCartney sisters. The murder of Robert McCartney crystallised a lot of the aspects 

that I wanted to look at."60 

 
58 Phelan 205. 

59 Robert McCartney was murdered on 31 January 2005 in a Belfast bar by members of the Provisional 

Irish Republican Army. However, there were subsequent efforts to cover it up, intimidate witnesses, and 

even an offer from the IRA to shoot the murderers. In an official statement the IRA admitted that the IRA 

knew the identity of the four people were directly involved in the murder, but only two of them were IRA 

volunteers. Furthermore, the IRA also admitted that it had made an offer to McCartney's family to shoot the 

people directly involved in the murder. The murder of Robert McCartney gained much national and 

international attention, as the McCartney sisters publicly campaigned for justice and against the cover-ups 

of the IRA. They were however, ostracized and intimidated by the Republican community in their 

neighbourhood that they were forced to move away.  

Source: www.theguardian.com, <https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/mar/08/northernireland>, 14 July 

2020. 

 

As Mark Phelan explains, “the fact that his [Robert McCarthy’s] killers had returned to Belfast from Derry 

where they had been demonstrating against perfidious Albion’s cover-up of Bloody Sunday and its denial 

of truth, transparency and justice to the families of the innocents killed on that infamous day, rendered the 

republican’s actions all the more obscene.” (Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish 

Peace Process,” 205.) 

60 Shields 18. 

http://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/mar/08/northernireland
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What Loane successfully satirises it the kind of bigoted community that would intimidate the 

McCartney sisters and support the IRA’s actions without any questions asked. It is a 

community like that of the Powers, which justifies its fight through religious and patriotic 

discourse, and yet is ready to completely overlook their principles (and religious 

commandments) so that they emerge unpunished. In a similar vein, the Powers family 

emerges unpunished for its atrocities: by the end, Jerome escapes, the spinning head of 

Tucker seeks revenge from the microwave, which they resolve by cooking it until it explodes, 

and the policeman Leslie emerges, Lazarus-like, alive from the toilet. As Leslie remembers 

nothing that went on after his arrival, he does what he came to do in the first place: he 

proposes to Grace in a parodic reversal of the ‘love across the barricades’ cliché, as he is 

indeed a Catholic, but also a policeman, which is considered a betrayal to their religion by 

many radical Republicans, such as the Powers, for instance. Surprisingly, the family gladly 

accept the marriage,  despite the fact that he is a policeman, which shows that their 

ideological principles are easily changed to fit their benefit as well.    

 In the end, the Powers’ house is blown up by a handmade bomb created by the one-

armed ex-paramilitary Kathleen De Ruin,61 which is blamed on the “suicide bomber” 

Thumper Magee and they walk out in freedom, unchanged. Such a conclusion can only be a 

parody on the Proclamation of the Irish Republic (1916) which adorns the preface of the play 

and is mentioned in the course of the play: 

We place the cause of the Irish Republic under the protection of the Most High God, 

Whose blessing we invoke upon our arms, and we pray that no one who serves that 

cause will dishonour it by cowardice, inhumanity, or rapine…” (preface) 

 
61 Birte Heidemann argues that by merging the names of both Cathleen Ni Houlihan, a symbol of Irish 

nationalism, and Sinn Féin’s Barbara de Bruin, the character of Kathleen de Ruin conflates two female 

figures of nationalist Irish politics—one imagined, one real—into “a parodic personification of (ex) armed 

struggle.” (Heidemann 201) Also, the name “De Ruin” itself is very telling as to the nature of the character 

and its ideological value; if Cathleen Ni Houlihan summoned young men to fight for the independence of 

Ireland, Cathleen De Ruin, satirically summons them to ruin their life.  
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What the Powers’ show is exactly cowardice, inhumanity and rapine, while using religious 

discourse and the narrative of victimhood to justify all that.  

While Loane lampoons “the reactionary nature of ‘not-an-inch’ unionism” in Caught 

Red Handed, revealing “more secular, sophisticated realpolitik motivations”62 behind the 

bigoted patriotic and religious discourse, he also manages to show the other side of the 

division in his second play, To Be Sure, which satirizes the empty religious rhetoric of a 

bigoted Republican family, as well as the cliched discourse of ex-paramilitary politicians with 

which they manipulate the public even long after the Good Friday Agreement. Loane’s double 

lampooning works to expose the falsity of the narratives of both sides. Despite the well-

known ideological and religious differences, the rhetoric used for the purpose of attaining 

power is so similar that it is, in fact, almost identical. As Loane himself notes: 

Both extremes take a narrow view of the world because they can't allow doubt to creep 

in, and they are prepared to use fear as a weapon. We are not nearly as far apart as we 

think we are, and I blame religious and political leaders for making us all fear each 

other.63 

Loane’s scathing satire is achieved through an extensive use the comic; he employs slapstick 

gags, parody and irony and focuses on the carnivalesque body (such as for instance, the 

constipation and the genitalia of the dead body of the Leader) and on the comically grotesque 

(Thumper Magee’s dismemberment and his rotating talking head in the microwave), all of 

which results in a magnificent political farce. As Bergson argues, “to understand laughter, we 

must put it back into its natural environment, which is society, and above all we must 

determine the utility of its function, which is a social one.”64 Humour’s social function lies in 

enabling a way to expose and ridicule the faults of society, which is what Loane does 

masterfully and unapologetically in these two plays. Finally, Loane argues that “theatre 

 
62 Phelan, “Unsettlement: Political Parody and the Northern Irish Peace Process,” 197. 

63 Karen Fricker, “Politicians are the Ultimate Comedians,” The Guardian, www.guardian.com, 22 October 

2002, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2002/oct/22/comedy.artsfeatures>, 15 June 2020. 

64 Bergson 65. 

http://www.guardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2002/oct/22/comedy.artsfeatures
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allows people to ask questions about things that you can't do in any other way…there are 

ways of asking different kinds of questions in a comic play about those issues that just can't 

be asked in any other way.”65 Thus, through the use of the comic, Loane points to the fact that 

the peace process, although long awaited, is not immune to criticism. Manipulation and 

bigotry are still abundant, and that is not an issue that should be ignored. Thus, when asked 

about his expectations of the premiere of To Be Sure, Loane notes: 

I hope the audience have a bloody good time. From the beginning, it's funny and it's 

odd, but I'd be very disappointed if they don't take anything else. They need to be 

unsettled by it. I would love the politicians to come, I dare them to come along and see 

it. 

However, Loane does more than just criticize; through the characters of Wayne, the leader’s 

son, and Grace Power, who openly question and criticize the bigoted narratives they grew up 

with, he presents a “civic, shared sense of belonging”66 that promises a possibility of a 

different reality than the one he presents in his plays. 

 
65 Shields 19. 

66 Phelan, “Introduction,” 16. 
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3 Personal Perspectives in Martin Lynch’s The History Of The 

Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) 

 

I think I still write plays that give a voice to people or communities 

who don’t often get heard. I like to think I’ve still got a strong social 

conscience. Beyond that, I am absolutely convinced – from many years 

of practice – that theatre is a special way to invite people into 

considering ideas, notions and views that they might not have 

previously allowed themselves to consider. The theatre provides a great 

neutral environment for people to speak. For me, if theatre doesn’t 

reach all strata of society it is wasted – and wrong.1 

 

Martin Lynch in “Conversations on a C 

ollaboration: an Interview with Martin Lynch” 

 

Martin Lynch was born and raised in Belfast in a working-class dockworker’s family. 

Lynch left school at fifteen to work as a cloth cutter and then as “an administrator for the 

Republican Clubs, an organisation that had been banned by the Stormont government in 

1967.”2 According to Liam Harte, “[t]his street-level political involvement, combined with 

the influence of his storytelling father and his reading of Karl Marx and James Connolly, 

kindled his imagination and led to his first attempts at writing, in which he drew on his own 

experiences and those of his family.”3 Lynch’s early work is openly didactic and political, 

trying to put working-class culture centre-stage. For instance, his debut play We Want Work, 

We Want Bread (1977), focuses on the Belfast Outdoor Relief strike in 1932, when both 

 
1 Liam Harte, “Conversations on a Collaboration: an Interview with Martin Lynch,” Irish Studies Review, 

26.1(2018):124, Taylor&Francis, <https://doi.org/10.1080/09670882.2017.1411238> 6 July 2020. 

2 Harte 124. 

According to the CAIN database, the Northern section of Sinn Féin operated under the name Republican 

Clubs and following the split became known as Official Republican Clubs (then Republican Clubs the 

Workers' Party; then Sinn Féin the Workers' Party; finally in 1982 the Workers' Party). The movement's 

attempts to develop radical anti-sectarian socialist politics in the North were hampered by the climate of 

violence in the 1970s and 1980s. Source: CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, 

https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/organ/worgan.htm> 25 June 2020. 

3 Harte 124.  

https://doi.org/10.1080/09670882.2017.1411238
http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/organ/worgan.htm
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Protestant and Catholic workers came together to protest for better salaries. Much like in his 

debut, in his early plays, Lynch paints “a portrait of the deprivation, humour and resilience of 

the North’s disenfranchised population.”4 Martin Lynch has gone on to become an extremely 

prolific playwright; among his most popular plays being: Dockers (1981), which focuses on 

trade union tensions among dockworkers and casual labourers in Belfast in 1962 and The 

Interrogation of Ambrose Fogarty (1982), which in Harte’s view is a “trenchant depiction of 

police brutality in Northern Ireland.”5 The play revolves around the arrest and violent 

interrogation Ambrose Fogarty, who is unjustly accused of armed robbery. During the 1980s, 

Lynch became so popular that he became the playwright-in-residence at the Lyric Theatre in 

Belfast.  

 In an attempt to dramatically portray human experience, Lynch has also been 

increasingly active in community theatre, writing plays such as: The Stone Chair (1989) and 

Lay Up Your Ends (1983), which recreates the female millworkers strike in Belfast in 1911. 

Lay Up Your Ends was written in collaboration with Marie Jones, with whom he also 

produced the The Wedding Community Play (2000), which has already been discussed in the 

introduction. Later, Lynch reconsidered writing plays that openly advance a political agenda, 

explaining that: 

When I started out, and for most of the 1980s, I thought I was writing a play to tell a 

story and advance a set of politics while doing so. My position in this area has 

changed radically. I no longer write plays with any single set of politics. The world is 

made up of a million ideas and views. Nowadays, I write a play to tell a story and 

present the views of all characters in the play. Essentially, I try to write plays about the 

human experience and whatever that throws up. My own experience just happens to be 

working class.6  

 
4 Harte 124.  

Among Lynch’s early plays are, for instance: Is There Life Before Death? (1978), They’re Taking Down 

the Barricades (1979), A Roof Under Our Heads (1980). 

5 Harte 125. 

6 Harte 130. 
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Lynch has also produced site-specific theatre as a part of Tinderbox’s highly 

acclaimed Convictions (2001) with his short play What Did I Know When I Was Nineteen?.7 

More recent productions such as The History Of The Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) (2003) 

and The Chronicles of Long Kesh (2009) reflect the impact of the Troubles on the lives of 

ordinary working-class communities. Thus, it becomes clear that in his work as a playwright, 

Lynch focuses on staging all aspects of working class experience in Northern Ireland, an 

experience he is very closely familiar with.  

When asked whether he sees himself as a part of any particular playwriting tradition, 

Lynch replies: 

 

I wrote my first play at the age of twenty-five after I had seen just two plays. I knew 

feck all about feck all. When I was appointed resident playwright at the Lyric Theatre 

in 1980, and board member Pearse O’Malley mentioned Chekhov, I thought he was 

talking about a member of the Russian Politburo. When he referred to Ibsen, I thought 

I’d heard a jockey of that name somewhere. I had to educate myself fast. Like any 

subject I turn to, I devoured everything about the theatre – plays, playwrights, styles, 

traditions, history and so on. I soon found that my style of writing fitted into the thread 

of Irish writing represented by Sean O’Casey and Brendan Behan. At least, that’s what 

several commentators began to write about me. I was more than happy with that.8  

The tone and style or this reply is as telling as its content; it is incredibly comical and 

abundant in Belfast slang, which is also true of his plays. Lynch manages to represent the 

struggles of the working classes with extreme clarity of detail; through specific 

language/idiolect, local references and last but not least, humour. Lynch shares his dedication 

to the working classes with O’Casey, and his depiction of prison experience and its 

consequences for the working classes with Behan, successfully building on this heritage in 

order to dramatically represent working-class reality. According to Lynch, comedy plays a 

crucial role in this dramatic expression: 

 
 

8 Harte 128. 
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I also discovered that Irish writers from working-class backgrounds uniquely combine 

and interweave tragedy and comedy in a way that isn’t that common in other 

countries. The English, for instance, can’t cope with a funny line in a tragic scene. 

Irish writers do it all the time…At a deep personal level, I don’t think I would be a 

writer, or a playwright, if I wasn’t able to write humour and articulate life through 

song. That’s just the way I am. I believe life can be tough enough without living with 

your head up your arse twenty-four hours a day. This is fundamental to me. However, 

neither would I be a writer or a playwright if it was only about comedy and song. That 

would be a complete waste to me. The idea is obviously to combine them both.9 

It is exactly this interweaving of tragedy and comedy that Lynch employs to present the 

challenges of the Troubles and their aftermath through the lens of everyday working-class 

life. The play The History Of The Troubles (accordin’ to my Da), written in collaboration with 

Connor Grimes and Alan McKee, is an epitome of this tendency as, faithful to its title, it 

portrays 33 years of the Troubles and tackles also what has followed after the conflict) 

through the eyes of Gerry, a working-class Catholic and his friends Felix and Fireball, who all 

struggle to survive the Troubles, while taking care of their families and facing everyday work 

and family problems. The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) was first performed at 

the Northern Bank Building in Belfast as a commission by the Cathedral Quarter Arts 

Festival, after which it was transferred to the Grand Opera House and has subsequently toured 

widely. The play takes the audience back to Belfast’s recent past: from the very beginning of 

the conflict, through the interment, the hunger strikes and the Anglo-Irish agreement up to the 

post-conflict period. However, the underlying tragic events are juxtaposed with an incredibly 

frenetic, hilarious comedy; this combination manages to show the subjective, human element 

of the story behind the sectarian divisions. 

 
9 Harte 129. 
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Gerry’s story “like so many Belfast stories”10 begins on 14 August 1969, on the very 

date of the outbreak of the Troubles, as he is pacing up and down the waiting room at a 

maternity ward, waiting for his second child to be born. However, just before this is shown on 

the stage, there is a theatrical “God-like voiceover, accompanied by the sound of raging, cold 

winds” (9) that narrates a short history of Belfast that stretches across millennia: 

Voice-over: In prehistoric Europe, nomadic tribes roamed the dark forests of the 

North. But many wandered away from their tribes, drawn westward. From 

Scandinavia and Gaul… from Macedonia and the plains of Iberia they wearied… to 

the spot where River Lagan empties into the sea.  

What begins with an elevated narrative tone is interrupted by the abrupt colloquial remarks of 

Seamus and Derek, the two characters who serve as narrators of the historical context 

throughout the play. At this point, the voiceover attains a comical tone as well, introducing 

the “scientific” name for the first Belfast man: “Homosapiens Complainicus.” (9) Derek and 

Seamus continue their narrative using anachronistic remarks such as the fact that the first 

Belfast men were “armed only with rolled up Telegraphs…and blue carry-out bags” (9) as 

they “fought off wolfs and…a woolly mammoth,”(9) concluding that “early cave paintings 

depict them hunting with primitive petrol bombs….and wearing ancient tracksuits.” (10) The 

opening scene sets up the comic mode of the play; it is through this kind of juxtaposition of 

the prehistory with working-class stereotypes and details from the Troubles that the play 

produces the comic effect with which Lynch manages to paint a rather unique dramatic 

picture of the Troubles.  

Derek and Seamus’s comments are addressed to the audience, thus breaking the fourth 

wall, and account for much of the satirical comedy of the play as well. After the account of 

the evolution of Belfast men through history, Gerry Courtney appears on the stage, as an 

 
10 Martin Lynch, Connor Grimes and Alan McKee, The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da). 

(Belfast: Lagan Press 2002) 11. All further references will be to this edition and will be given in 

parentheses in the text. 
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epitome of the Belfast man who “likes a pint [and] the craic in the bar” (11) and is a 

passionate Rolling Stones fan. In the maternity ward Gerry meets Fireball, a mortuary 

attendant and fanatical darts player, and Felix. While waiting for the birth of his son, he also 

finds out about some rioting in the town, which he believes will be over soon. This is a 

marvellous instance of dramatic irony, as the audience would have been familiar with the fact 

the opposite is true. As it turns out, the rioting is just the beginning of a more than 30 years of 

hell that will change Gerry’s life as well as the lives of everyone around him beyond 

recognition. While the history of the Troubles is widely studied and is now a subject of 

history books, Lynch provides the audience with details that don’t go on the records of 

history. He paints a portrait of the everyday life of those that unwillingly found themselves in 

the middle of a civil war, masterfully depicting their struggles to go on with their lives while 

the society is falling apart around them. At the beginning of the conflict, people are 

incredulous and confused as to the veracity of the different versions of the events that spread 

around, so Felix decides to call the so-called “Rumour Office” in Stormont, which is of 

course, a satiric take on the inability of Stormont to control the chaos that ensued: 

Felix: Is it true that there is a ten thousand strong Protestant mob hidin’ up the Divis 

Mountain, waitin’ to invade our estate. Also, my wife’s laddered her good tights—

y’couldn’t tell us what time the Spar’s closin’ at the night? (15) 

The juxtaposition of such a serious, albeit in this case, hyperbolised issue, with something as 

trivial as laddered tights is incredibly funny; it is this type of incongruity that accounts for a 

great amount of the humour of the play, thus presenting the human, ordinary side of the 

conflict. After his wife is released from hospital, Gerry tries to help her take care of the baby, 

but instead gets entangled in the defence efforts, “help[ing] to design and build one of 

Belfast’s greatest architectural triumphs” (21)— the street barricade. The obvious irony of the 

statement is followed by various instances of superiority humour, or the “sense of ‘sudden 
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glory’ over another person.”11 The rationale behind it is that of ‘shadensfreude,’a person 

laughs at the misfortune of others which emphasizes their superiority over the other. In this 

case, the audience is left feeling superior as for instance, the Citizens’ Defence Committee is 

not aware of its own existence and its Chairman shoots himself in the foot while learning how 

to shoot. The hijacking operations go terribly as well, as exemplified by the comic complaints 

of Maggie Morelli:12   

Maggie: Is Andy McCrudden here? Y’didin’t see Andy McCrudden did ye? Jesis, he 

is supposed d’be Chairman of the Citizens’ Defence Committee and nobody ever sees 

him. If the Protestants attacked this estate, you’d have to go out and face them yourself 

with your own bare hands. 

Community worker: Hasn’t been about, Maggie. Why, what is the problem? 

Maggie: What’s the problem? I’ve a 25 block of Cheddar cheese sittin’ in that house 

and it’s no good d’me. Jasis, it’s that big, y’could knock down houses with it. My 

Gabriel only ates Kraft cheese slices, so he does, and yous cowbegs won’t change it 

for me. 

Community worker: We haven’t got any Kraft cheese slices. 

Maggie: I know yiz have a whole pile of it hidden in the office. [Steps towards him] 

Lookin’ after your own, that’ what’s wrong with yiz. I’ll not be long tellin’ the peelers 

it’s all hijacked, so a won’t. (23) 

Here Lynch satirizes violent hijacking, but also the materialistic community members who are 

ready to betray their side over a wrong type of cheese.      

 As the play unfolds, Lynch paints a picture of communities often divided into council 

estates, trying to isolate and protect themselves at the beginning of the Troubles. They were 

only locally organized amateurs, but “as the sixties gave way to the seventies,”(26) and the 

 
11 Weitz 66-67. 

12According to the CAIN database, the Citizens' Defence Committee was an organisation established in 

1969 which amalgamated a number of West Belfast community and defence groups. The first Chairman of 

the CDC was Jim Sullivan. The CDC highlighted the alleged excesses of British troops in the 34 hour 

curfew of the Falls Road, Belfast, in July 1970. Source: CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, 

<https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/organ/corgan.htm> 25 June 2020. 

 

http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/othelem/organ/corgan.htm
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British government started practicing internment without trial, or what Derek comically calls 

“jail-um for fuck all-um,” (26) this began to change as well. The practice of internment only 

radicalized the already embittered Catholics, and many of them went on to volunteer for the 

IRA. As Derek aptly notes, “the British government might as well have put JOIN THE IRA 

posters up all over Belfast.”(27) Like many others, Gerry and his friends are indeed 

considering the option to join the IRA, and for this purpose they pay a visit to ‘the Happy 

Flat’, an illegal bar in an apartment where Republicans tend to gather. However, they do not 

intend to become paramilitaries; instead they aim to become the first pacifist members of the 

IRA. They are far from being at ease with the prospect of being killed and very importantly, 

killing fighters from the other side of the divide: 

Felix: Do ya not think shooting soldiers and peelers is a bit harsh? Like, could y’not 

capture them and put them in a big hidden farm in county Kerry or somewhere? 

 

Vinty: Is he off his head? 

 

Felix: It’s just that we were thinkin’, and we think there’s no need for all this killin’ 

and people going to d’jail. There has to be an easier way. (32) 

Felix’s pacifism culminates in what turns out to be one of the most humorous scenes in the 

play, when he presents the utterly ludicrous idea to “kidnap one of the Queen’s corgis”(32) as 

a way to end the conflict: 

Felix: The Royal Family loves their dogs. They’d pull the Brits out of here straight 

away. See if they don’t, cut off its tail and send it to her in a shoe box. 

Gerry: But Felix, corgis don’t have tails. (32) 

Through his ridiculous suggestions Lynch is satirising physical-force nationalism. Needless to 

say, their interview for the IRA membership is not very successful, but in spite of this, just a 

few moments later they are apprehended by the “second Battalion of the Parachute Regiment” 
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(33) which puts them in jail, or as Seamus ironically notes, gives them “a brand new 

home.”13(33)             

After various scenes from the prison, the play moves to 1974, when Gerry is finally 

free and “back on the streets.”(39) Unfortunately, Gerry’s release coincides with yet another 

major unrest, the Ulster Workers’ strike against the Sunningdale agreement. Here, rather than 

delving into the sectarian background of the strike, Lynch focuses on the difficulties it causes 

to the ordinary working-class people, who are stuck without gas and electricity.14 (39)  

 What follows is a portrait of the hunger strikes during Thatcher’s term as a prime 

minister, who Gerry describes as “a fascist Tory bastard…[who] took the free milk from the 

school kids.” (41) The hunger strikes culminate with a key moment in the Troubles history—

the death of “the Republican hunger striker, convicted murderer, and member of parliament, 

Bobby Sands.” 15 Bobby Sands was a member of the IRA who died on hunger strike while 

imprisoned at HM Prison Maze (Long Kesh). Sands took part in the bombing of a furniture 

company and was sentenced to 14 years in prison for possessing firearms. He led the hunger 

strike in 1981 through which IRA prisoners protested against the removal of their Special 

Category Status. During this period, he was also elected as a member of parliament. Bobby 

Sands’ as well as the death of other nine prisoners was the cause of great unrest and it further 

deepened the sectarian division and boosted the support for the IRA.16 In the play, Sands’ 

heroic sacrifice is duly acknowledged, but also juxtaposed with the Gerry’s own suffering, as 

the news of his death reach Gerry right before his surgery: 

 
13 The second Battalion of the Parachute Regiment was a part of the British Army. The Parachute Regiment 

rotated through emergency and residential tours of duty in Northern Ireland. www.armymode.co.uk, 

<https://www.army.mod.uk/who-we-are/corps-regiments-and-units/infantry/parachute-regiment/> 13 July 

2020. 

14 Stewart Parker’s Pentecost (1987) depicts the same events and also focuses on the lives of ordinary 

people – his characters are middle class, however. 

15 Tim Miles, “Pack up Your Troubles and Smile, Smile, Smile: comic plays about the legacy of the 

‘Troubles’,” Comedy Studies 1.1 (2010):53, Taylor and Francis, <https://doi.org/10.1386/cost.1.1.43/1> 20 

Jan. 2020.  

16 CAIN Web Service, www.cain.ulster.ac.uk, <https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/hstrike/sands/sands81.htm> 

29 June 2020. 

http://www.armymode.co.uk/
https://www.army.mod.uk/who-we-are/corps-regiments-and-units/infantry/parachute-regiment/
https://doi.org/10.1386/cost.1.1.43/1
http://www.cain.ulster.ac.uk/
https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/events/hstrike/sands/sands81.htm
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Gerry: Bobby Sands is dead. It was like a sledgehammer hittin’ my chest. I didn’t 

think he’d do it. I didn’t think it’d go to the end. I thought somebody, somehow, 

somewhere would step it. That woman ... [Margaret Thatcher] ... is truly, truly a 

bastard.’  

Fade lights. Blasts out a song by The Jam. Gerry is kneeling on his bed – face down 

on all fours. He is about to have a haemorrhoids operation. (59)  

The juxtaposition of Sands’ death with Gerry’s haemorrhoids operation is both macabre and 

comic; the scene builds up emotions of sadness and anger and culminates with incredibly 

incongruent bodily, grotesque humour. As Tim Miles argues, “the play’s principle comic 

device […] is relief. On many occasions the play sets up an expectation of seriousness, to 

dissolve the matter in humour – usually humour connected to sex, the body, or both.”17 In this 

case, the “[p]ain is released by the humour of Gerry’s indignity. We may feel angry, as Gerry 

does, at Sands’ death, but will quickly be made to feel better at his expense.”18 This 

juxtaposition of bodily humour with serious matters can be also examined in light of 

Bakhtin’s carnivalesque body. Lynch uses the concept of the carnivalesque body abundantly 

as Gerry’s haemorrhoids are a recurring theme in the play, as they are in his life, so much so 

that his friend Felix wonders whether they are connected to the Troubles: 

Felix: [Pause] Gerry, can I ask you something? Do you think your haemorrhoids are 

connected to the Troubles?  

Gerry: Whadaya mean? 

Felix: Every time there’s a crisis in this place, they play you up like mad. You first got 

them when 1969 broke out, right? 

Gerry: That’s right. 

Felix: Then when they brought out internment, your Nobby Stiles hit the roof. Then 

there was Bloody Sunday, then the UWC strike. Gerry, haemorrhoids are really 

connected to political upheaval. 

Gerry: Y’think so? 

Felix: You could have the beginnin’ of the answer for haemorrhoid sufferers all over 

the world. 

Gerry: Do you reckon? 

Felix: Think about the number of haemorrhoid sufferers there is in South Africa. 

 
17 Miles 53. 

18 Miles 53. 
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Gerry: A bet ye Nelson Mandela is loaded with them. 

Felix: Can you imagine the state of Yasser Arafat’s arse! [He slaps Gerry’s backside.] 

Gerry: Aaahh!!!! (48) 

Again, the joke is based on the absolute incongruity of the two concepts and this example of 

Bakhtin’s carnivalesque body clearly depicts how laughter can be employed to not only 

express traumatic memories and histories but also offers the possibility of personal rebirth and 

renewal. In this case, the story of the Troubles is comically told through Gerry’s clinical 

haemorrhoid history. This process involves “the lowering of all that is high, spiritual, ideal, 

abstract’ to the material, earthly level;”19 and in this way“[t]he world is destroyed so that it 

may be regenerated and renewed.”20 This renewal is achieved through laughter, which, 

according to Bakhtin: 

Has he remarkable power of making an object come up close, of drawing it into a zone 

of crude contact where one can finger it familiarly on all sides, turn it upside down, 

inside out, peer at it from above and below, break open its external shell, look into its 

center, doubt it, take it apart, dismember it, lay it bare and expose it, examine it freely 

and experiment with it.21 

 The laughter induced by the carnivalesque body is used throughout the play, perhaps most 

shockingly so in Gerry’s conversation with his son Colm, who is at this point a thirteen-year-

old teenager: 

Colm: Adults like fightin’ over religion and politics ... adults kill people over whether 

you’re Irish or British, and ... and they blow people up in pubs ... and shoot people at 

their doors in front of their families and other horrible things ...  

Gerry: That might well be true. 

Colm: Adults are bad people. 

Gerry: Are they? 

Colm: They are daddy. I don’t want to be an adult when I grow up.  

Gerry: Y’don’t.  

 
19 Bakhtin 19 

20 Bakhtin 48. 

21 Bakhtin 23. 
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Colm: I’d rather sit in my room, listen to Stiff Little Fingers, and masturbate all the 

time. 22 (58)  

 

The teenage Colm does not make such a difference between Republicans and Loyalist, for 

him, all “adults are bad people” (58) because being born on the outbreak of the Troubles, the 

only world he knows is the one where adults are killing each other over religion and politics. 

However, Colm’s confessions about his traumatic experience take a rather unexpected turn 

when he openly admits that, “like any other thirteen-year-old boy, in Belfast, London, or 

elsewhere, interested mainly in thoughts of sex and popular culture.”23Again, the incongruous 

juxtaposition of traumatic experiences with the rather unexpected carnivalesque image of 

Colm masturbating results in laughter that alleviates the situation. As he grows up, Colm 

proves to be incredibly gifted and is the first from the family to attend university and thus 

climb the social ladder. Sadly, his promising life is cut in his prime by young delinquents at 

the night as his sister’s wedding. Thus, as a symbolic child of the Troubles, Colm’s traumas as 

well as his death represent the botched futures of many generations that witnessed the 

conflict.  

Understandably, after such a tragedy, Gerry is a broken man, and he is unable to leave 

the house for three whole years. Finally, after some time, in the early nineties, he begins to 

attend post-traumatic stress counselling in the Community Centre, only to find out that half 

the estate is there to be treated as well. While some are comically feigning their trauma and 

are only interested in the money they could get from it, others, like Gerry, are there for a very 

real reason. For instance, as Fireball notes, “Maggie Morreli has in for half a million quid. 

She says her and her Gabriel suffered terrible durin’ all that hijackin’ in the 70s. But she has 

told me in private she would settle for...five grand.” (65) Of course, Maggie’s suffering refers 

 
22 Like most teenagers around the world, Colm finds solace in music, only in this case, the band he refers 

to, is extremely topical for his experience as Stiff Little Fingers is a Belfast punk band based their music on 

their experiences of the Troubles. 

23 Miles 53. 
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to a scene that takes place early in the play, where she and her husband ‘suffer’ over petty 

matters, such as getting the wrong type of cheese from the hijacked lorry. Their claims are 

comical compared to Gerry’s, he had done time in prison and lost his son, on top of 

everything else. In the end, however, it is the meeting with his old friends that turns out to be 

the best therapy for Gerry: 

Fireball: You are definitely sufferin’ from Post-Traumatic Stress. [Gerry looks 

confused.] Y’are Gerry. You can tell by his face…[Fireball uses his outstretched 

hands and arms to measure up the size of Gerry’s head.]…and the size of his head. 

[Gerry looks more and more perplexed.] Gerry, you could get a hundred and fifty 

thousand quid cause the size of that head. [They all laugh.] (65) 

Again, like many times before, tragedy is juxtaposed with humour, which enables Gerry to 

begin accepting his tragic past and focus on the present. Moreover, by emphasizing the 

bureaucratic nature of the offered therapy, as well as by mocking the monetary interest shown 

by some patients, Lynch also takes a double-edged satirical stance towards the work with 

those affected by the conflict, as well as towards those who abuse such work, such as Maggie 

Morelli. Also, in addition to being a satirical reference to the work with post-traumatic stress 

victims in early 90s, this would have very likely been interpreted as a comment on the 

programmes introduced after the Agreement to work with the victims of the conflict. 

 Next, Lynch presents a world in which even after the Troubles are officially over, 

sectarian hatred and violence are far from gone. Despite bringing the long-awaited peace, the 

Good Friday Agreement is satirically referred to in the play as the “brand new 

agreement…where no-one agreed to anything,”(67) which reflects the fact that the Agreement 

has been met with scepticism among both communities. In his study dedicated to the conflict, 

entitled Understanding The Northern Ireland Conflict: A Summary And Overview Of The 

Conflict And Its Origins, David Holloway explains that arguments over the Agreement’s 

“interpretation and implementation continue to the point that progress continually stalls. It is 
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likely that the constitutional issue will continue to generate tension for the foreseeable future 

and that unfulfilled aspirations inherent tensions and uncertainty will remain.”24 Furthermore, 

John Brannigan argues that Northern Ireland is torn “between the ‘bad,’ dark notoriety of the 

past, and the precarious and tentative visions of an infinitely abortive future.”25 In a short but 

symbolically heavily loaded episode of satirical snippets, Derek and Seamus sum up the key 

events of the post-Agreement period, through which Lynch paints a rather bleak picture of 

post-conflict Northern Ireland: 

Derek: So, the Troubles were officially over. 

Seamus: Unless of course, you were on the wrong side of a knee capping… 

Derek:…Or your children attend the Holy Cross Primary… 

Seamus:…Or you live in interface areas… 

Derek:…Or you were out shopping in Omagh one Saturday afternoon. 

Seamus: But apart from all the bombings… 

Derek:…And shootings and maimings, the Troubles were over. 

Seamus: Finished. 

Derek: Kaput. 

Seamus: We even got our own Assembly. 

Derek: Which is also over.. 

Seamus: Finished. 

Derek: Kaput. (68) 

Much like Tim Loane did in Caught Red Handed, Lynch alludes to knee capping, a practice 

employed by paramilitaries, who considered themselves to be law enforcers in their 

designated areas. Furthermore, they tackle the infamous interface areas, the locations where 

segregated Republican and Loyalist residential areas meet and are often divided by the so 

called “peace walls,” which is just one more reminder of the continuity of the division.26 The 

 
24 Holloway 25. 

25 John Brannigan, “Northern Irish Fiction: Provisionals and Pataphysicians,” A Concise Companion to 

Contemporary British Fiction, James F. English ed., (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006) 142. 

26 The peace walls grew out of barricades that the local communities built themselves at the start of the 

riots. The first peace lines were erected in Belfast, Derry and many other towns around Northern Ireland in 

1969, following the outbreak of the civil unrests and riots as a way to keep the Republicans and Loyalists 

apart and avoid conflict in the interface areas. The walls are imposing structures made of iron, steel and 

concrete that can be up to six meters tall. Although they were intended to be temporary structures, they 

never came down due to their effectivity. In fact, the construction of peace walls continued even after the 

Good Friday Agreement. At the time the play was written, they had become a normal part of Belfast 
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Holy Cross Primary school dispute is another epitome of the continued division, as in June 

and September 2001 it was the location of major Loyalists violent protests due to the fact that 

it is a Catholic school located in a Protestant area. As Colm Heatley argues, 

Mutual distrust, suspicions and sectarian tensions characterize the two communities' 

relationship and these tensions burst onto the surface dramatically in June 2001 in the 

form of the Holy Cross protest. Scenes of frightened Catholic schoolgirls running a 

gauntlet of abuse from loyalist protesters as they walked past the Glenbryn estate to 

get to their school captured world headlines. In a protest marked out, even by the 

North's standards, for its bigotry and viciousness, few could comprehend the scenes on 

the TV screens.27 

Scenes like this unfortunately abound and independent acts of paramilitary violence continue 

as well, as for instance, in the case of the tragic Omagh bombing, a car bombing that killed 29 

people and injured 220 others. The bombing took place on 15 August 1998 in the town of 

Omagh and was carried out by the Real Irish Republican Army due to the fact that they did 

not accept the IRA's ceasefire and the Good Friday Agreement. Furthermore, Lynch also 

satirically tackles the impossibility of a functioning power-sharing government, supported by 

the fact that Stormont had been suspended four times since its existence at the time the play 

was written.28           

 And yet, Lynch concludes the play on a resilient, positive note, with the birth of 

Gerry’s grandchild, which symbolizes the future of Northern Ireland: 

Gerry: ... You’re one big blank page, that’s what you are. But you’re the next page, 

our kid ... You’re the next page.  

Gerry smiles at his grandchild as the lights fade to BLACKOUT. (69) 

 
architecture and of people’s lives. However, gates and controlled passage began to be allowed in the recent 

years. Also, the peace lines were the backdrops for many of the famous Northern Irish murals that often 

reflect the communal divisions that are part of culture and history of Northern Ireland. Currently, the peace 

walls, together with the murals are an attraction for the lovers of ‘conflict’ tourism. 

www.northernireland.foundation, <https://northernireland.foundation/projects/sharedfuture/peace-walls/> 

13 July 2020. 

27 Colm Heatley, Interface: Flashpoints in Northern Ireland (Belfast: Lagan Books, 2004) 3. 

28 Stormont has been suspended on the following occasions: 11 February – 30 May 2000, 10 August 2001 

(24-hour suspension), 22 September 2001 (24-hour suspension), 14 October 2002 – 7 May 2007, 9 January 

2017 – 11 January 2020. 

 

http://www.northernireland.foundation/
https://northernireland.foundation/projects/sharedfuture/peace-walls/
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According to Liam Harte, Lynch’s plays are “marked by spontaneity, immediacy and 

vernacular energy;” they “prize open the carapace of orange and green politics and plunge the 

viewer into a world where the choices and dilemmas of ordinary people defy any set of fixed 

dogmas.”29 While Lynch’s project to tell the whole history of the Troubles might sound 

overly ambitious at first, he manages it masterfully due to the fact that it is told through the 

lens of one ordinary Belfast man who trying to make his way through despite of the on-going 

conflict. Gerry is nothing like the bigoted Republican Powers family depicted in Loane’s 

Caught Red Handed, and yet a certain evolution can be noticed in his manner of thinking: 

Although not overly interested in the Republican cause; he is also not against it; rather, he is 

curious about becoming a member when visiting the ‘Happy Flat’, a place frequented by IRA 

members. In these scenes, Lynch presents the atmosphere of the early Troubles, not so unlike 

from his own experience, having grown in a working class Republican environment himself: 

When I was a kid growing up, the stuff I heard around me, both in the home and 

elsewhere, placed the use of violence to achieve a united Ireland alongside the need to 

take a drink of water. It was completely normal, legitimate and had to be done. By the 

late 1970s, two things had happened. One, by joining the Official IRA, I had engaged 

in violence myself and came to know the degradation and besmirching of oneself as a 

result. Two, through my own efforts to educate myself and see the world beyond the 

confines of my own upbringing, I came to the view that the use of violence for 

political objectives is utterly wrong.30 

 

Lynch challenges the legitimacy and urgency of the need to achieve united Ireland through 

violent means by depicting Gerry as a pacifist and rather reluctant to engage in violent acts 

and murders. This is further ridiculed by the ludicrous plans to end the Troubles, such as 

kidnapping the queen’s corgi, which are presented by Gerry and his friends at the meeting 

with the IRA member. However, despite the fact that he is not a paramilitary, Gerry ends up 

 
29 Harte 124. 

30 Harte 130.  
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in jail, an experience that changes him even more. After coming out of prison, he struggles to 

survive amongst the chaos and taking care of his family; Republican or Unionist agendas are 

not on his mind; rather, the conflict only impedes his normal live. While Lynch does not delve 

into the sectarian division from a political perspective like Loane does in Caught Red Handed, 

the conflicted Northern Irish society is portrayed through the satirical comments of the two 

narrators, Derek and Seamus. In The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da), the 

horrendous history of the Troubles is juxtaposed with the carnivalesque body in combination 

with relief and superiority humour. Thus, through the use of laughter Lynch enables the 

ordinary tragic histories to be reconsidered, spoken about and remembered, but also dealt with 

more easily. According to Tim Miles, “attending a performance [of Lynch’s play] is to attend 

a group massage session, a form of group therapy, for those who need it.”31 This, of course, 

might not be said for every audience given the specificity and locality of the references. In 

any case, the play also has the overarching theme of surviving a civil war, that would appeal 

to much wider audiences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 Miles 54. 
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4 Black Comedy in David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue 

 

 

“Cyprus Avenue was commissioned by the Abbey theatre, 

which is the national theatre of Ireland,” the writer says. 

“So the starting question was, ‘Am I Irish?’ And I still 

haven’t come up with a satisfactory answer for myself.”1 

 

 

David Ireland, in an interview for The Guardian, 2019 

 

 

David Ireland, one of the most prominent contemporary Northern Irish playwrights, was 

born in Carrickfergus, County Antrim in 1976 and is currently living in Glasgow. Ireland won 

the Stewart Parker Award and the Meyer-Whitworth Award in 2012 and was shortlisted for 

the Evening Standard Award for Most Promising Playwright 2016. He has recently won the 

James Tait Black Prize Award for Cyprus Avenue.2 His claim to fame have been plays that 

deal with Loyalist identity in post-conflict Northern Ireland. According to Ondřej Pilný, the 

main theme permeating Ireland’s work is “the deep existential uncertainty of the Northern 

Irish Protestants who have grown up imbibed by the ideology of the Ulster Loyalism in post-

conflict Northern Ireland.”3 For instance, the play Everything Between Us, produced by Solas 

Nua and Tinderbox Theatre Company in 2010, focuses on the drama that ensues from the 

encounter of the two long estranged sisters, Sandra and Teeni, the first being actively engaged 

 
1 Mark Lawson , “David Ireland: 'I find It Hard to End my Plays Without Violence',” 

www.theguardian.com, 18 Feb 2019, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-

cyprus-avenue-violence > 4 July 2020. 

2In Conversation with David Ireland,” www.royalcourttheatre.com, <https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-

conversation-with-david-

ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P

0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1> 29 May 2020. 

3 Ondřej Pilný, „Irské divadlo od Keltského tygra k WTF,“ Svět a Divadlo, 4 (2018): 98. My translation. 

http://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
http://www.royalcourttheatre.com/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
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in the peace process and the latter being a bigoted Loyalist. On the other hand, Can’t Forget 

About You (2013), first staged by the Lyric Theatre in Belfast, is a comedy that depicts the 

effects of the love affair between the 25-year-old Stevie and Martha, a Glasgow protestant 

who is twice as old as Stevie. Glad that he is no longer dating a Irish Catholic, Stevie’s family 

is shocked to find out that “[s]he is neither the romanticised figure of cultural purity imagined 

by an Ulster Scot nor the young would-be wife imagined by a doting mother.”4 In a similar 

vein, his play Cyprus Avenue (2016), which premiered at the Royal Court Theatre, deals with 

the exploration of post-conflict Loyalist identities and the legacy of the Troubles, juxtaposing 

humour and horror to create an emotionally laden atmosphere. Ireland’s play Cyprus Avenue 

focuses on Eric, a staunch Belfast Loyalist who whose identity is shaken to its core in the 

changing context of post-conflict Northern Ireland, which albeit still divided, is a place in 

which such militant radicalism is becoming obsolete. David Ireland satirizes the radical 

Loyalist stereotype, but at the same time manages to show Eric’s mental struggle and fear of 

living in a place that considers people like him obsolete. Eric turns these emotions into logical 

arguments, ending up with the absurd belief that his five-week-old granddaughter is Gerry 

Adams, the (in)famous leader of Sinn Fein, an utterly absurd idea that propels the play, 

bringing many comic as well as utterly horrid scenes, through which Ireland shows the 

complex state of existential anxiety and disenfranchisement of radical Loyalists.  

In Cyprus Avenue, post-conflict Northern Ireland is presented as a place where people 

from both sides of the conflict seem to be less concerned with sectarian divisions than before. 

This is true even within the microcosm of his own family, which is something that shatters his 

whole existence. This becomes obvious when his daughter Julie tries to discuss the Troubles 

with him after she hears Eric address the baby as Gerry Adams. According to her, trauma that 

 
4Review of Can’t Forget About You, www.theguardina.com, 

<https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/jul/09/cant-forget-about-you-review-tron-david-ireland> 14 July 

2020. 

 

http://www.theguardina.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/jul/09/cant-forget-about-you-review-tron-david-ireland
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stems from the conflict is the reason behind his absurd behaviour; however, when she tackles 

the subjects, he refuses any conversation about it: 

Eric: Don’t, don’t, don’t talk about the Troubles. 

Julie: I hate them too, Dad. I hate them [the Catholics] for what they did to you and I hate 

them for what they did to this country.  

Eric: It is right to hate them. 

Julie: But we have to move on. 

Eric: No. 

Julie: Northern Ireland is a different place now. 

Eric: No, no. 

Julie: I work alongside Catholics all the time and they’re nice people. 

Eric: I’ve nothing against Catholics. 

Julie: They are the same as us. 

Eric: They are not the same as us. 

Julie: They have the same hopes and dreams and fears that we do. 

Eric: I do not hope for a united Ireland! I do not pine for a thirty-two county Irish socialist 

republic!5 

 

While Eric’s daughter Julie is ready to move on, it is worthy to note that she follows the 

division of ‘us’ and ‘them’ and refers to the people on other side of the divide in strictly 

religious terms, i.e. “Catholics”. Birte Heidemann analyses the meaning of this permeating 

linguistic division, arguing that: 

In the guise of a symbolical blame game, both camps deploy a delimiting lingo in 

order to (re)present past events. By means of the possessive pronouns ‘us’ and ‘them,’ 

they go on to linguistically delineate their respective claims over history and territory 

thereby drawing a clear-cut cognitive boundary between two cultures of 

commemoration.6 

 

However, Julie’s struggle to veer away from this cognitive form of demarcating identity is 

obvious, as she also sees them as human beings that have the same hopes and fears. On the 

other hand, even almost twenty years after the conflict, Eric reads the hopes and dreams of 

Catholics not on a personal, but on an ideological level, concluding that they (i.e. all 

Catholics) only “pine for a united Ireland.”(158) This instance shows that Eric’s personal 

identity is taken over by his national identity to such extent that he can only identify himself 

 
5 David Ireland, Cyprus Avenue (London: Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2016) 59. Further references will 

be given in parentheses in the text. 

6 Heidemann 27. 
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as a Protestant and nothing else. For Eric, Northern Ireland remains a place forever defined by 

the Troubles, and thus it can be said that he remains stuck in what Stewart Parker has called 

the “continuous past.”7 However, his daughter does not share his values; she belongs to the 

young generation that does not dwell on the Troubles to such an extent, but is disillusioned by 

post-conflict Northern Ireland: 

Eric: They all vote for Sinn Fein. 

Julie: Nobody votes! 

Eric: What? 

Julie: Nobody votes for anyone! Nobody cares anymore! As long as people are not 

getting killed nobody cares! 

… 

Julie: You’re living in the past, Dad. You’re fighting old battles that nobody cares 

about anymore. (60) 

 

Eric is an extreme example of a radical Loyalist whose behaviour begins to slowly get out of 

hand as his daughter continues to present a reality which he is not ready to accept. This 

culminates with the lack of concern she shows about the possibility of a united Ireland, 

claiming that everyone living there, be it Protestant or Catholic, is Northern Irish, hence, Irish. 

(61) Such a way of thinking goes completely against everything Eric has ever stood for, he 

perceives it as a betrayal from his own family which tears down the “indomitable fortress of 

Unionism” (97) he had striven to build his entire life. This becomes even worse when she 

reveals her plan to raise the baby neither as a Unionist, nor a Republican. The baby, 

metonymically seen as the future of the Loyalists in Northern Ireland, is the focus of Eric’s 

delusion, and he goes to great lengths to prove that it is, in fact, Gerry Adams, which leads to 

many comic situations and culminates with the gory massacre of his entire family.  

It all begins with his apparent lack of estimation of his baby granddaughter: 

Bernie: Oh of course she’s been great! Haven’t you been great for your mummy, 

Mary-May! Haven’t you? Aren’t you the best baby in Belfast? Aren’t you? The best 

wee baby in the whole of Belfast? 

Eric: Well we don’t know that. 

 
7 Steward Parker, Plays 2, 3. 
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Bernie: What? 

Eric: It’s not very scientific. 

Bernie: What are you talking about? 

Eric: We don’t know that this baby is the best baby in Belfast. There may be better 

babies. (72) 

The juxtaposition of Eric’s objective evaluation, and the obvious sentimental context of 

admiring one’s offspring is so incongruent that it results in a strong comic effect. However, 

Eric also adopts this objective approach to defend his ludicrous idea that the baby is Gerry 

Adams, which results in fatal consequences. Scrutinising the child further, he concludes that 

she has “Fenian eyes”.  

Bridget: In what way did Mary-May, your granddaughter, in what way did she, could 

she . . . closely resemble a man sixty years her senior? 

Eric: Round about the eyes. 

Bridget: Her eyes? 

Eric: Have you ever heard the expression ‘Fenian eyes’? 

Bridget: No. 

Eric: ‘Very Fenian looking, especially around the eyes.’ 

Eric: Are you familiar with the song ‘When Irish Eyes are Smiling’? (82) 

 

Eric’s absurd and comic conclusion is a result of being raised in prejudice. However, laughter 

here comes with a bit of a chill in the spine for those in the audience familiar with the 

ludicrous prejudice, realising that Eric is the sort of person that takes such stereotypes very 

literally. His self-assured defence of his reasoning only increases the grotesque effect. 

According to Eric, while ‘Fenian eyes’ are always smiling, while Protestant eyes don’t smile 

“unless it’s absolutely necessary.” (82) Eric’s absurd generalising gets an even bigger comic 

dimension when he stretches it to claim that everyone around him is a Fenian, including 

domestic politicians, American celebrities, famous footballers, the Pope and most unlikely of 

all, the previous president of the US, Barack Obama: 

Eric: The Deputy First Minister is a Fenian. Mickey Rourke is a Fenian. Liza Minnelli 

is a Fenian. 

Bridget: Liza Minnelli? 
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Eric: Fenians are everywhere. Fenians are absolutely everywhere. Bill O’Reilly. 

Barack Obama. Roy Keane. The Pope. We must, as a people, reserve the right to use 

the term ‘Fenian’. It’s the only weapon we have left. (84) 

 

However, he cannot be sure of the similarity between them without Adams’s trademark 

features, his “very distinctive and famous beard, [h]istorically black but now largely grey” 

(80) and his glasses. To cast all doubt away, he puts tiny build-a-bear glasses and draws a 

beard on the baby’s face with a black marker. After all, Eric says “… she’d only been alive 

for a matter of weeks. That’s not enough time for anyone to grow a beard, let alone a baby 

girl.” (85) From the moment the experiment is over, and he is fully convinced in his belief, 

humour is gradually taken over by horror. Not only does Eric end up killing the baby, but also 

his wife and his daughter, feeling content to have done an enormous favour to his country. 

However, influenced by the psychotherapy prescribed to him after the murder, he begins to 

doubt the certainty of his decision, and the realisation of this doubt becomes the main 

propeller of both the humour and the horror of the play. 

The space of Northern Ireland in Eric’s mind is a space of binaries, of ‘us/them,’ 

‘Protestants/Catholics’ and ‘right/wrong’. However, the space of Britain, (which Northern 

Ireland is a part of as well), is a multicultural, increasingly globalised one. These two visions 

of the same location clash in Eric’s mind when he meets his black therapist, Bridget. During 

the session, he ignores her questions and instead insists on knowing why she is ‘a nigger’8. 

Startled, Bridget explains: 

 
8 Ireland made a number of changes in the text for the revived run of the play at the Royal Court Theatre in 

February 2019 which have also appeared in the second printed edition (2019). In the revised version, this 

term has been dropped. Analysing the exact reasons for this alterations are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

It can be noted that the terms “nigger” and “Fenian” have been juxtaposed as examples of racial slurs 

imposed on the Other in order to demean and dehumanise them. However, the implied racism of the word 

nigger, having in sight the Afro-American history of slavery and segregation has rendered its use taboo, 

which might have been one of the reasons for this alteration.  

 

The version discussed in this thesis is the original one as the focus is on the first productions of the plays. 

However, several important alterations between the editions will be discussed. 
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Bridget: Historically it’s been used to bully and humiliate people. To disparage and 

demean them. In effect, to claim ownership and dehumanise. 

Eric: Like slavery? You’re talking about slavery? 

Bridget: Not just about slavery, but, yes, slavery. 

Eric: I don’t condone slavery. I don’t condone discrimination. (8) 

 

The irony here stems from the fact that Eric argues that he says that supports neither slavery 

nor discrimination, yet he has no problem using racist slurs against his therapist, insulting 

Catholics, and even killing his own granddaughter for believing she is a Catholic leader. His 

almost caricature-like lack of self-reflection becomes even more evident when tackling the 

topic of child abuse, arguing that Catholics “enjoy seeing their progeny tortured” (102) and 

abused by Catholic priests. Nevertheless, when asked whether he considers himself a child 

abuser, in the light of his recent actions, he self-assuredly replies: “[a]bsolutely not.” (102) 

When Eric tries to apologise for calling Bridget a nigger, explaining that he is not used to 

black people in Belfast, he ends up adding further racist remarks in his apology: 

Eric: Look, I’m not a racist. I’m just not used to being around black. Blacks. ‘A 

black’. I grew up in Belfast. I never met a black person until I was forty-seven. And 

that was on my holidays. And the black person in question was a waiter. And come to 

think of it, he wasn’t even a black, he was a Paki . . . stani. I am not a racist. I 

condemn all forms of racism. 

Bridget: I understand that being Irish means you haven’t been exposed to 

multiculturalism, but it doesn’t mean you can use racial slurs – (67) 

 

Bridget, like most of the outsiders, considers everybody living in Ireland or Northern Ireland, 

simply Irish. This is an obvious instance of dramatic irony, as the young, cosmopolitan 

psychiatrist from London is unaware of the deep-rooted divisions of Northern Ireland, but 

Eric, as well as the Northern Irish audience certainly are. Hence, he defends his Britishness by 

arduously reciting the history narrative of the Loyalists, emphasising the historical markers of 

Loyalism to such extent that his speech turns into a cliché, and he into a caricature of a 

bigoted Loyalist. 

Eric: The last thing I am is Irish. My grandfather was killed in the Battle of Somme. 

My father died at Dunkirk. And I too would die for my right to be British. My British 
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identity, my culture, my, our way of life, ours, our heritage and being, our very, our 

being. Every summer I parade with the Orange. I fly the flag of the Union from the 

rooftop of our house. I worked for Her Majesty’s Government to combat the relentless 

campaign of genocide conducted by the IRA against the Protestant people of Ulster 

over the course of three decades. I am anything but Irish. I am British. I am 

exclusively and non-negotiably British. I am not nor never have been nor never will be 

Irish. (68) 

 

Eric is overwhelmed by facing something he clearly does not approve and cannot categorise 

according to his dualist view of the world. Bridget is a British black woman with authority 

over him. Despite this, in line with his stereotyped view of the world he identifies her as 

African, saying that ‘her people’ are: “Happy stupid people. Disorganised. Unable to obey 

basic characteristics…Susceptible to famine. Likeable…Wild with drink and 

dancing…Unreasonable. Violent. Untamed. Mad.” (31) This endeavour to primitivize and 

stereotype her on the basis of racial difference ironically reminds of the dramatic cliché of the 

‘stage Irish’, which is a stereotyped portrayal of Irish people that used to be common in 

drama.9 It refers to an exaggerated or even caricatured portrayal of supposed Irish 

characteristics, such as garrulousness, boastfulness, unreliability, hard-drinking, and cowardly 

belligerency.10 Eric seems to be oblivious of this, so Bridget retorts that the Irish have been 

described in a similar way, arguing that generalising stereotypes do not say anything about a 

person’s identity. However, adamant in his stereotypical beliefs, he claims that it is only the 

‘Fenians’ who are “Drunk and violent and stupid. Protestants are the opposite of this,” (109) 

dismissing the fact that Bridget does not make a difference between Loyalists and 

Republicans. Through Bridget, who stands for globalised multi-ethnic Britain, David Ireland 

manages to present a satirical image of Britain that could not care less for the staunch 

Loyalism expressed by Northern Irish Protestants. This upsets Eric’s vision of Britain he had 

projected upon the space of Northern Ireland, showing an image he is not ready to accept, 

 
9 Robert Welch, The Oxford Companion to Irish Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) 534. 

10 Welch 535. 
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especially after killing his whole family, even his baby granddaughter, in the name of the 

construction of Britishness that he identifies with. 

 This becomes even more obvious in the scenes located in the park, which reveal the 

deepest layers of Eric’s psyche thanks to their temporal ambiguity and narrative complexity. 

The play begins with Eric’s therapy, prescribed to him after the murder of his family. During 

therapy, he tells Bridget about the events that led him to the murder, detailing his visit of the 

park and the meeting with a UVF paramilitary Slim, with whom he plans the murder of his 

granddaughter. Yet, while sitting on a park bench (in the production he is talking to the 

audience) Eric is talking to Bridget in his mind, which can only mean that the conversations 

with Slim also take place in his mind, because he meets Bridget only after the murder. This 

effectively means that he is replaying the reasons for the murder in his mind over and over 

again, trying to explain why he acted as he did to Bridget, but also to himself.  

Eric: Maybe this country, and my, what did you call it, my ‘cultural conditioning’, 

had finally driven me over the edge. Maybe this was the point of Irish Republicanism. 

To traumatise us as a people to the extent that we have to surrender, or we’ll lose our 

minds. 

  

And it also occurred to me that perhaps I wasn’t a Protestant. I mean, of course I am. I 

am a Protestant. In the sense of not being a Catholic. But what is a Protestant? What 

does any of it even mean? I’m just what I was told I was. (115) 

 

As this long monologue shows, Eric is no longer sure of what being a Protestant means; he 

becomes aware that he had been defining himself only negatively, i.e. as the opposite of 

Catholic. Thus, the clearly defined divisions between good/bad and Catholic/Protestant begin 

to blur and he tries to look at the problem from all sides. While he begins with blaming 

everything on the Irish, he also admits that their violence has been reciprocated. 

The Irish, the indigenous Irish, and the worldwide Irish, the diaspora, they conspired 

to destroy us. They blew us up in our cars, they shot us dead in our homes, they 

tortured our minds with propaganda. They took advantage of our simple Presbyterian 

nature and our good will. They raised money in America to fund our decimation. For 

four hundred years they raped our women and burnt us from our property. But then a 

lot of the time we did the same to them. And sometimes a lot worse. And the English, 

the English treated them very badly too. (106) 
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He also considers the lasting effects of the colonial tendencies of the English: “I’ve often 

wondered – if the English are so self-effacing why did they make such a big effort to go 

around the world making everyone behave exactly like them?” (117) As Eric mulls over his 

life and identity, he goes even further back, remembering his first visit to London, when these 

doubts surfaced for the first time. Albeit the centre of Britain, he remembers it as being 

swarmed with Irish people. 

 You’ve no idea what that does to a Unionist mind like mine. To be welcomed as Irish 

by English people calling themselves Irish. To be congratulated for being Irish, when 

you’ve spent your whole life at war with the Irish. It can be very confusing. Invited I 

was, into an Irish bar. It was a very Irish bar. As Irish a bar as you ever did see. (118) 

 

After the initial disappointment of finding the heart of the Empire he had identified with and 

fought for, Eric is invited to enter one of the numerous Irish bars but is afraid that the Irish 

might sense “the unmistakable aroma of Unionism that must have emanated from [him] so 

pungently.” (120) However, as he drinks Guinness for the first time in his life, realising that 

nobody recognizes him, he begins to openly doubt the Loyalist identity he had been so 

adamant about, and all of that in a very comically exaggerated, almost caricature fashion. For 

instance, he wonders whether he had not been led to believe in his Britishness for the 

nefarious purposes of the British government, concluding that “throughout the centuries, 

British governments, as we all know, have been nothing if not nefarious. Particularly if it 

furthers their own purposes. But is that all I am? A puppet? A patsy? Is that the sum of all I 

am?” (120) The indifference of the British becomes even more evident when an Irish-

Englishman offers Eric a pint for saying that he is from Belfast, considering him a fellow 

Irishman. Such behaviour is so uncommon to Eric that he is afraid that his drinking 

companion might be pursuing him sexually. Eric imagines that if discovered, “he would 

sexualise all his anger and take it out on my arse. Centuries of rage at the oppression and 

starvation and thievery suffered by his ancestors, and the cold-hearted revenge for it visited 
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upon my single, solitary arsehole.” (122) The obvious comic effect stems from the 

juxtaposition of registers: the tragic tone in which the history of the Irish is told is incongruent 

with the grotesque (in Bakhtin’s carnivalesque sense), bodily depiction of the sexual act that 

Eric imagines. 

However, ironically enough, both men turn out to be united in their racism, one 

against immigrants and the other against the Irish: 

He talked about London. About where he was born. Camden. ‘Camden’. 

‘Caaaaaaamden ’. About how it was all Irish once but now it was full of Indians and 

Chinese. I don’t know if he meant restaurants or people. I suppose it’s the same thing. 

He didn’t like blacks, he said. I thought it was strange he didn’t like blacks. I was 

always told in England they used to say, outside pubs they used to hang signs saying 

‘No Dogs. No Irish. No Blacks.’ (122) 

 

Nevertheless, despite the happiness he feels when he liberates himself of the burdens of 

prejudice against the Irish for a night, despite finding so many points in common with this 

Irish-Englishman, Eric’s cultural conditioning is so strong that decides to bury these doubts, 

together with the memories of this visit deep inside him, never to be mentioned again: 

I was so happy that night. I was Irish. For one night, I was allowed to be Irish and I 

had a grand aul’ time, so I did. I had – ‘the craic’. And the craic was mighty, oh by 

Jaysus and by Patrick, it was… What a night we all had. I woke up the next day full of 

shame and regret. I never drank again. (124) 

 

However, burying these doubts that contradict his entire identity as well as everything he had 

fought for during the Troubles, together with the trauma of the conflict, is only a temporary 

solution. Seeking an outlet, his unresolved doubts and traumas turn him into a deranged 

lunatic who ends up murdering his own family. 

     Slim, a Tarantinesque/ McDonaghesque psychopathic terrorist who (unsuccessfully) takes 

regular anger management lessons appears in the midst of Eric’s identity crisis. Like Eric, 

who believes that everyone around him (including Barack Obama, Liza Minelli, The Pope 

etc.) is Fenian, Slim is very specific about his complaints against the Fenians. For instance, he 
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laments seeing Tom Cruise playing a Fenian in many of his films, wishing for the equal 

representation of Protestant vampires on screen: 

Slim:... Do you ever notice that most vampires in most films are Fenians? Where are 

all the Protestant vampires, Eric? When will our stories be told? When will we see 

Tom Cruise playing a misunderstood loyalist vampire getting burnt out of his home in 

Cluan Place by an unstoppable mob of ignorant, cock-eyed Short Strand taigs? When 

will that happen, Eric? (138) 

 

Slim’s ludicrous demand parodies the parity of esteem promised in the Good Friday 

Agreement; however, he chooses the most absurd field to seek equal representation in: 

vampire representation in popular culture. Eric’s first encounter with Slim is also rife with 

classic slapstick humour, comedy based on misunderstanding and exaggerated physical 

comedy: 

Slim: You fucking move you Fenian bastard I’ll blow your fucking head off. Put your 

hands in the air. 

Eric: puts his hands in the air. 

I said don’t move! 

Eric: You told me – 

Slim: What?? 

Eric: You told me to put my hands in the air. 

Slim: Yes. That’s right. So I did. Well don’t move but put your hands in the air. 

Eric: How do I do that? 

Slim: You can put your hands in the air but apart from that don’t move. (125) 

 

Slim has a strong, almost primitive desire to kill Fenians. Thus, when he finds out that there is 

someone in the park speaking in Irish, he is more than thrilled to execute him. However, it is 

only Eric, a staunch Loyalist who had been unconsciously mumbling about his identity crisis. 

Slim, using the rhetoric of revenge so typical for the Troubles, argues that he must avenge the 

little child who heard Eric speak in Irish: 

Slim: ‘Why are we here, Mummy?’ That’s what he said to her. ‘Did this land used to 

belong to the Catholics? Did we steal it from them? Is our entire cultural identity 

based upon colonial theft and self-serving tribalism?’ She doesn’t know what to tell 

him. (134) 
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Again, Ireland juxtaposes humour with horror, reminding of the vicious circles of vengeance 

that perpetuated the Troubles. The sophisticated, almost academic register of the child, with 

which he tackles complex post-colonial identity issues is at odds with the context, i.e. the 

speech of a small child, which results in a strong comic effect. However, as Slim is a figment 

of Eric’s imagination, it may be argued that Eric translates the child’s words into the 

discourse of Loyalist dogma. In any case, Slim refuses to kill a Protestant, so Eric offers Slim 

the most famous Fenian of them all, Gerry Adams, hidden in the body of his baby 

granddaughter. However, the reason why Slim ultimately refuses to kill her is not the fact that 

she is a baby, but because he finds it morally wrong to kill celebrities: 

Slim: Eric! Killing a celebrity is the worst thing a human being can do. I’d be killing 

someone the entire world has a pre-existing relationship with. When you murder a 

celebrity you murder not just a person but the idea of a person. I don’t know if you’re 

familiar with Plato’s Theory of Forms, Eric, but I’ve studied them extensively. Under 

the tutelage of the some of the finest minds the UVF has ever produced. (167)  

 

Surprisingly, the UVF paramilitary is so deeply ridden by Platonist philosophy that he refuses 

to taint his being with immoral behaviour, which is of course, comic given the fact that he is 

outside looking for Fenians to kill. The major difference between the Eric and Slim is their 

social background. While Slim comes from a housing estate, the typical recruiting point for 

the paramilitary groups and is rather straightforward in his convictions and violence, Eric has 

worked hard in order to move into the middle-class. Coming from Cyprus Avenue, a typically 

middle-class area, Eric presents a bigoted radicalism that is more toxic as it is unexpected and 

disguised in seemingly logical discourse. As reviewer Jane Hardy has concluded, “it’s not the 

guy in the balaclava who is the problem, but our late middle-aged, suited sociopath.”11 

However, given that these conversations take place only after the murder and in Eric’s mind 

and Slim is only a figment of Eric’s imagination, it is safe to conclude that Slim represents the 

 
11 Jane Hardy, “Drama review: David Ireland's Cyprus Avenue takes us to a very dark place,” 

www.irishnews.com, <http://www.irishnews.com/arts/2018/05/26/news/drama-review-david-ireland-s-

cyprus-avenue-takes-us-to-a-very-dark-place-1339500/>17 Feb. 2019. 

http://www.irishnews.com/
http://www.irishnews.com/arts/2018/05/26/news/drama-review-david-ireland-s-cyprus-avenue-takes-us-to-a-very-dark-place-1339500/
http://www.irishnews.com/arts/2018/05/26/news/drama-review-david-ireland-s-cyprus-avenue-takes-us-to-a-very-dark-place-1339500/
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ultra-violent, primitive part of Eric that does not belong in a middle-class space such as 

Cyprus Avenue. While in the first edition of the play this remains ambiguous, in the new 2019 

edition Ireland changes the script to point out that they are, in fact, the same person: 

 

Bridget: But what if the baby wasn’t Gerry Adams? You said so yourself. 

Eric: I said what?  

            Bridget: That she wasn’t Gerry Adams. 

Eric: When did I say that? 

Bridget: When you were in the park with Slim. 

Eric: No, Slim said that. 

Bridget: But you’re Slim. 

Eric: What? 

Bridget: You know that. You’re Slim. You invented Slim. 

Eric: What are you talking about? I’m Slim?! How could I be Slim? Slim is Slim. 

Bridget: Getting back to the baby – 

Eric: ‘You’re Slim’?! Have you ever heard the like . . .? (188) 

 

However, Eric is not ready to accept that he has a part of himself that is so unhinged and 

violent that is capable of killing his own family in cold blood. Instead, he chooses to believe 

in his logical narrative (that it has all been a part of the fight against the Fenians) according to 

which the murders are deemed necessary. As Michael Billington argues, “the whole play, in 

fact, is about a man whose sense of self is so shaken that he has to confirm his prejudices by 

committing acts of appalling cruelty.”12 In an interview with the Royal Court Theatre, David 

Ireland explains that “Eric has worked hard all his life to become middle class, to become 

urbane, but he can’t escape his violent heritage, his true nature. And that’s largely what drives 

the play.”13 Thus, the initial comedy of the play is gradually replaced with increasing, 

grotesque violence that culminates in the brutal murder of his entire family, leaving the scene 

dripping with blood. As Pilný argues, 

 
12 Michael Billington, “Cyprus Avenue: The Most Shocking Play on the London Stage,” 

www.guardian.com, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-

ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs> 20 Feb. 2019. 

13 “In Conversation with David Ireland,” www.royalcourttheatre.com, <https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-

conversation-with-david-

ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P

0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1> 29 May 2020. 

http://www.guardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs
http://www.royalcourttheatre.com/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
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Ireland’s use of humour in the play is also typical of the grotesque, in that the audience 

are to realise at some point that their laughter is in fact inappropriate; if not earlier, the 

moment will ultimately arrive for everyone when Eric attacks his daughter, who 

becomes the first of his victims.14 

 In fact, as Mark Lawson notes in an interview with David Ireland, “for the Royal Court’s 

revival of Cyprus Avenue, there is an age advisory (14+), and, as with all the London venue’s 

productions now, a phone number that the potentially upset can ring, to ask if their particular 

triggering issue is going to come up.”15 While there have been many walkouts from the play, 

viewers remain fascinated by David Ireland’s play. The incredibly brutal ending has a strong 

symbolic potential. Eric kills the baby because it is does not represent the future of Unionism 

according to his ideology. Through such disproportionate grotesque violence David Ireland 

manages to show the force of the ideology Eric is embedded in, but at the same time he 

satirizes it, allowing the audience a close insight of Eric’s identity crisis and the sheer 

magnitude of his rage. As Pilný argues, “the grotesque harbours a strong emancipatory 

potential for the spectators in Jacques Rancière’s sense, having them reframe their perceptions 

and affects pertaining to reality,” concluding that “[t]his is also why grotesque elements 

frequently appear in satirical works.”16 Thus, in an interview with the Royal Court Theatre, 

the famous actor Stephen Rea, who has played Eric in both productions, aptly sums up Eric’s 

behaviour: 

 

It’s not that I approve of his actions, believe me I don’t criminally or politically, but I 

find that, given his conditioning, given his experiences, he finds himself in this 

impossible situation, and that of course is great drama. I always felt that Cyprus 

Avenue reminded me structurally or emotionally of King Lear in that he finds himself 

in this impossible situation making all the wrong decisions and ending up tormenting 

his daughter.  

 

 
14 Pilný “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” 33. 

15 Mark Lawson , “David Ireland: 'I find It Hard to End my Plays Without Violence',” 

www.theguardian.com , 18 Feb 2019, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-

cyprus-avenue-violence > 4 July 2020. 

16 Pilný, “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” 33. 

http://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
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And yet the great relief about doing it is that it’s terribly funny. Any conversation in 

Belfast is a waste of time if you don’t have a joke, and David has got that to a tee. 

Usually plays about loyalism, they’re just kind of dreary, they don’t lift off the ground, 

but this, from the word go, is in flight.17 

   

 David Ireland seems to present the story of a raving lunatic who kills his entire family; 

however, the logical and reasonable manner in which Eric’s ideological convictions are 

presented is so convincing that it becomes scary. Michael Billington asserts that “what makes 

Ireland’s play so terrifying is that it takes fanaticism to its logical conclusion and laces lunacy 

with laughter.”18 What is even scarier, however, is that Eric’s rhetoric is not very far from the 

everyday rhetoric used by politicians during the Troubles, and after. In fact, Eric’s rhetoric is 

crucial to the understanding of the play as it shows how such a seemingly harmless attitude 

can quickly explode. Even though Eric is obsessed with the figure of Gerry Adams in the 

play, much like in the case of the Leader in Loane’s Caught Red Handed, the character of Ian 

Paisley emanates from Eric’s discourse. References to past atrocities and the need for 

retribution are overly abundant in Eric’s speech and his discourse is similar even when he 

talks about Catholics in general. For instance, Eric calls his own daughter an “agent of Rome” 

and a “papal whore” (25) when he is accusing her of having slept with Gerry Adams. Thus, it 

can be concluded that, to some extent, Eric’s rhetoric is a parody of Paisley’s, which would 

have not gone unnoticed to a Northern Irish audience.      

       However, Eric’s self-assured belief seems to weaken even more by the end of the play, 

when he openly begins to wonder whether he killed his entire family for no reason. This is felt 

most strongly when Slim tells him that the baby actually resembles Eric himself, and not 

Gerry Adams as he believes. Of course, as Slim is invented, it means that one part of Eric’s 

psyche is aware of his delusion yet is uncapable of accepting he had made a horrible mistake. 

 
17 “In Conversation with Stephen Rea,” www.royalcourtheatre.com, <https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-

conversation-with-stephen-rea/> 29 May 2020. 

18Michael Billington, “Cyprus Avenue: The Most Shocking Play on the London Stage,” 

www.guardian.com, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-

ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs> 20 Feb. 2019. 

http://www.royalcourtheatre.com/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-stephen-rea/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-stephen-rea/
http://www.guardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2016/apr/11/cyprus-avenue-david-ireland-belfast-play-royal-court-theatre-upstairs
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However, when Bridget brings up this issue at the end of the play, although initially refusing 

the possibility, he allows himself some space for doubt: 

Bridget: But for God to forgive you, you would have to admit you were wrong? 

Eric: Yes. But I wasn’t wrong. 

Eric: Waits for Bridget to speak. Bridget waits for Eric to speak. 

Eric: Was I? 

Bridget: You murdered a baby. You murdered your daughter. You murdered your 

wife. 

Eric: But I could have killed a whole lot more. I only killed my wife and daughter. I 

only killed a baby who never knew what was happening anyway. 

Bridget: Eric. 

Eric . . . 

Eric: Was I wrong? 

No. 

No. 

No. 

 

Eric releases a short giddy laugh. He suppresses it. 

 

Bridget: Why do you laugh? 

Eric: I’d forgotten how much I enjoy saying no. (190)  

 

Under the pressure of Bridget’s questions, Eric doubts his behaviour, if only for a split of a 

second, after which he returns to his habitual negation. When asked about the meaning of the 

fact that Eric keeps saying no, Ireland responds that:  

“No” is a really important word in the play and it’s a really important word in the 

history of Ulster unionism. The nay-saying unionist has become a comic cliché and I 

suppose I was partly trying to reclaim the right to say no. The positivity and 

affirmation of saying no.19 

Apart from being a comic cliché in drama and popular culture, “Ulster Says No” was a slogan 

“used with vigour in the 1985 campaign against the Anglo-Irish Agreement, which became 

the second major attempt at introducing power-sharing government to Northern Ireland during 

the Troubles, while the roots of the vocal Unionist “No” lie in the time of the negotiations of 

 
19 “In Conversation with David Ireland,” www.royalcourttheatre.com, <https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-

conversation-with-david-

ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P

0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1> 29 May 2020. 

http://www.royalcourttheatre.com/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
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Home Rule for Ireland.”20 Given that the slogan is a symbol of Loyalism, reclaiming the right 

to say no would mean reclaiming back Loyalist identity, which is the only identity Eric has 

left, albeit by paying the price of losing his family. In such a context, the positivity and 

affirmation of saying no, in view of what Eric has done, is stubbornly saying no to the 

changes that take place in post-conflict Northern Ireland. It as a cathartic effect on Eric, 

giving him sense and logical order to what he has done, which, however, cannot be said for 

the audience. What the audience does get is a deep insight into the identity and mental crisis 

of a man has lost his sense of self in a changing world, and is desperately, and violently 

striving to stop the change.  

In Cyprus Avenue, Ireland explores the extremes of the mind of a staunch Loyalist, 

who is hurt and broken by the rejection from the Union that he had spent his life fighting for. 

Although Northern Ireland still remains a divided place, he realises that the English he had 

identified with consider him Irish, not making a difference between Republicans and 

Loyalists. As David Ireland notes,  

At the moment, I’m not sure that any meaningful reconciliation is possible in Northern 

Ireland. I think we all thought that after the Good Friday Agreement reconciliation 

would occur naturally, that there’d be a natural transition over time to a more 

integrated society. That doesn’t seem to have happened.21 

     On the other hand, the younger generations (exemplified by his daughter) seem willing to 

live and work side by side with Catholics. In such a context, two types of Loyalists can be 

distinguished in this play. On the one hand, there are the forward-looking characters that are 

not afraid of a more complex identity that embraces both Britishness and Irishness, like for 

instance, Eric’s daughter. She represents the view of the young generation; while still holding 

on to sectarian division within herself, she shares working space with Catholics and is ready 

 
20 Pilný, “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” 36. 

21 “In Conversation with David Ireland,” www.royalcourttheatre.com, <https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-

conversation-with-david-

ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P

0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1> 29 May 2020. 

http://www.royalcourttheatre.com/
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
https://royalcourttheatre.com/in-conversation-with-david-ireland/?utm_source=RCTEmail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=DavidIrelandInterview&dm_i=1P0Z,6VU20,WXTBAP,RN1UL,1
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to educate her offspring not to be prejudiced. Eric, on the other hand, represents the repressed 

trauma of the Troubles that inevitably explodes with terrible consequences when the reality of 

his imagined place of Northern Ireland does not fit his ideal. All of this is contrasted with the 

outsider, British view of the therapist, who considers everyone inhabiting the place simply 

Irish. Thus, it can be concluded that Cyprus Avenue depicts multiple, contested views of the 

same place that confirm the state of negative liminality Heidemann describes. In reality, it is 

the radical parties that hold power and David Ireland unravels the horrid violence that can 

result radical views, which is extremely dangerous, especially in the current period after 

Brexit, when a hard border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland is a 

possibility again.22 D. Ireland parodies and satirizes the radical Loyalist stereotype, but at the 

same time manages to show the struggle of living in post-conflict Northern Ireland from a 

bigoted Loyalist perspective. He achieves this through the juxtaposition of almost absurd 

humour and brutal violence, which “brings the horrifying and disgusting aspects of existence 

to the surface, there to be rendered less harmful by the introduction of a comic perspective.”23 

All in all, it is evident that the Troubles and especially the hateful rhetoric of the Troubles are 

still present in post-conflict Northern Ireland. Finally, in Cyprus Avenue David Ireland seems 

to be asking a very relevant question: “Where does radical nationalism end and mental illness 

begin?” 

 

 
22 Pilný, “Ulster Says No” – Again? David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue, Cliché, and Brexit,” 35 

23 Weitz 149. 
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6 Conclusion 

 

The purpose of this study was to analyse the function of the comic elements in four 

post-conflict Northern Irish plays that deal with the legacy of the Troubles. The development 

of drama about the Troubles both during and after the conflict was mapped out in order to 

determine the position of comedy within this context. Although comedy, as manifested in the 

satirical representation of sectarian stereotypes, was prevalent in the beginning of the 

twentieth century in Northern Ireland, this notion was challenged at the start of the Troubles, 

when plays about the Troubles were mostly written in the tragic and the tragi-comic mode. 

Moreover, drama dealing with the Troubles was so popular that many of the plays written 

about the conflict became, in fact, incredibly cliched. As Stewart Parker argued in the 1980s: 

Writing about and from within this particular place and time is an enterprise full of 

traps and snares. The raw material of drama is over-abundant here, easy pickings. 

Domestic bickering, street wit, tension in the shadows, patrolling soldiers, a fight, an 

explosion, a shot, a tragic death: another Ulster Play written. What statement has it 

made? That the situation is grim, that Catholics and Protestants hate each other, that 

it’s all shocking and terribly sad, but that the human spirit is remarkably resilient for 

all that.1  

 

Here, Parker aptly describes the key elements of the typical ‘Troubles’ play, arguing that the 

mere dramatic reflection of the raw violence and sectarian division only further ossifies the 

division. The plays analysed in this study draw on these clichés, but mostly to parody them, 

thus satirizing the society that allows for sectarian stereotypes to continue thriving. For 

instance, Lynch’s The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) features all the 

characteristics Parker mentions: from symbols of the Troubles like street barricades and petrol 

bombs, to patrolling soldiers, IRA meetings and tragic deaths. However, Lynch parodies these 

clichés; for instance, the street barricade is called “one of Belfast’s greatest architectural 

triumphs,” (21) and the suggested IRA terrorist attack consists of stealing the Queen’s corgi, 

 
1 Parker, Dramatis Personae & Other Writings, 25. 
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(32) in order to present the horrendous effect of the conflict on Gerry’s life. Furthermore, in 

The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da) Lynch juxtaposes the tragic events of the 

Troubles with comic scenes based on bodily humour in the sense of Bakhtin’s carnivalesque, 

which prompts rebirth and renewal through degradation.2 In this case, the tragic and traumatic 

memories of the Troubles (as well as their aftermath) are degraded, brought on the same level 

with the bodily humour, which not only makes the audience laugh, but also see the history of 

the Troubles from a different perspective. Furthermore, in Caught Red Handed and To Be 

Sure Tim Loane also employs carnivalesque bodily humour, but in this case in order to 

ridicule the divisive and manipulative political discourse still present in Northern Ireland long 

after the Good Friday Agreement. Unlike Lynch, who tells the story of the Troubles through 

the eyes of Gerry, Loane focuses on the complex relations within a family (one ultra-Unionist, 

one radically Republican) as well as the manipulative rhetoric of post-conflict politicians. 

Loane’s satire of post-conflict politics and radical sectarian ideologies is achieved through 

slapstick gags, parody and irony as well as through the focus on the carnivalesque body (such 

as for instance, the intense focus on the Leader’s constipation at the beginning of the play and 

on his genitalia after his death) and on the comically grotesque (Thumper Magee’s 

dismemberment and his rotating talking head in the microwave), all of which results in a 

ludicrous political farce. Parody is indeed one of the key comic elements in Tim Loane’s 

diptych, where political leaders employ manipulative political discourse based on sectarian 

division, mirroring the discourse of sectarian leaders employed during the Troubles. Finally, 

Loane employs the comic to point out to the fact that the peace process is not immune to 

criticism, and that manipulation is used in the name of the peace process itself. 

 

 

 
2Bakhtin 12. 
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David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue (2016) is also heavily based on comic and grotesque 

elements that help portray the identity crisis of an elderly, respected Belfast man who also 

happens be an extremely bigoted Unionist harbouring hidden rage. Unable to accept the 

changing climate in Northern Ireland, Eric begins to believe that his granddaughter is Gerry 

Adams. While this initially appears comic, he slowly starts to express his hatred towards 

Catholics on the baby, which culminates with him killing all his family and putting the baby 

in a plastic garbage bag and slapping it on the floor until it dies. What David Ireland achieves 

through such a shockingly violent scene is to portray how strongly the identity crisis has taken 

its toll on Eric; as Mark Lawson argues, it is “a complex and even moving examination of the 

consequences of one people being raised to hate another.”3 Eric’s granddaughter plays a 

special role in the play, as for Eric, she had been supposed to be a symbol of the future of 

Unionism in Northern Ireland, something he has spent all his life fighting for. However, her 

mother decides to raise her without prejudices, thus throwing away everything Eric’s identity 

is based on. Thus, Eric symbolically attempts to abort the inevitable future, in which he and 

his beliefs are no longer valid. David Ireland admits that, despite not realising it at the start, 

the identity issue was a key personal issue in writing the play, noting:  

I’d got married and we were talking about having children. I now realise that all 

this stuff went into it – about becoming a father, and my anxieties about what I 

would teach my children about their heritage, and who they are.4 

 

This issue is hyperbolized in Cyprus Avenue and the role of offspring, is indeed, a recurring 

theme in all three plays. For instance, in The History of the Troubles (accordin’ to my Da), 

Gerry’s son Colm, who is born at the very start of the Troubles is violently killed, thus 

symbolising the wasted lives of many young people that have witnessed the conflict, and 

 
3 Mark Lawson , “David Ireland: 'I find It Hard to End my Plays Without Violence',” 

www.theguardian.com , 18 Feb 2019, < 4 July 2020. 

4 Mark Lawson , “David Ireland: 'I find It Hard to End my Plays Without Violence',” 

www.theguardian.com , 18 Feb 2019, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-

cyprus-avenue-violence > 4 July 2020. 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/
http://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
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Gerry’s grandchild instead becomes a beacon of hope for the future. Unlike Eric in Cyprus 

Avenue, Gerry is glad that his grandchild is a “blank page” (69), on which “the next page” 

(69) of Northern Irish history will be written, which, hopefully, will not be ‘a history of the 

Troubles’ like his. Furthermore, in Tim Loane’s diptych it is the children of the two bigoted 

families that question and criticize the bigoted narratives they grew up with, opening space for 

a new civic sense of belonging to a place that caters for all kinds of identities.  

Tackling the Troubles with a hindsight has allowed playwrights to offer comical 

perspectives that critically engage with the legacy of the conflict in the Northern Irish society. 

In his essay “The Power of Laughter,” the famous playwright Sean O’Casey argued that: 

“Man is always hopeful of, always pushing towards, better things; and to bring this about, a 

change must be made in the actual way of life; so laughter is brought in to mock at things as 

they are so that they may topple down, and make room for better things to come.”5 

Furthermore, in order to return to what Eric Weitz has argued in this context, “[a] good joke 

punctures the brittle shell of experience as characterized by serious mode, thereby advancing 

a truth about things from deeper within the realm of our worldly experience.”6 Considering 

this, it can be concluded that the use humour allows the playwrights not only to engage with 

the legacy of the Troubles but also offer the audience a different perspective that could, 

eventually, help deal with trauma connected to the conflict. As Craig Zelizer aptly concludes, 

Around the world today, the use of humour can play a critical role in building positive 

relations or potentially inflaming conflicts. There are countless examples of 

individuals and groups using jokes and humour in conflict settings as a means for 

survival. Comedy can help people cope with the impact of conflict, be used as a tool 

for building bridges across the conflict divide or exacerbate conflict by intentionally or 

unintentionally demonizing others.7 

 

 

 
5 Quoted in Weitz 64. 

6 Weitz 65. 

7 Craig Zelizer, “Laughing our Way to Peace or War: Humour and Peacebuilding,” Journal of 

Conflictology, 1.2 (2010) Campus for Peace, UOC. 
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While, as Zelizer argues, it is indeed possible to exacerbate the conflict by stereotyping and 

demonizing others as well as subverting established narratives, this is not the case in the plays 

analysed here. However, it might be argued that due to the specificity of the references,  many 

comic parts do not translate outside their context, i.e. Northern Ireland and perhaps, Great 

Britain and Ireland. However, I would argue that there are some universals in the plays that 

are of much relevance to wider audiences. For instance, the comic representation of the 

complex reality of sectarian conflict and civil war may be related to places that have 

experienced similar conflicts, such as the Balkans or the Middle East. Furthermore, the 

complexity of the plays enables them to be understood on more levels, even when the 

audience is unaware of the context and has not experienced civil war. According to Ben 

Brantley, an American audience, largely unaware of the history of the Troubles, has 

understood Eric as “the frightening and frightened archetype commonly labelled the angry 

white male” who “has been identified with the nationalist surge that put Donald J. Trump in 

the White House.”8 Indeed, David Ireland himself has argued that “now it feels as if the 

whole world is becoming like Northern Ireland in the 1970s and 80s!” President 

Trump, he adds, is like Ian Paisley would have been “if Paisley had been American 

and had a Twitter account. I think it [Paisley’s tweets] would all have been in block 

capitals.”9 David Ireland’s witty comment refers to a sad reality; there is, indeed, a 

surge of right wing nationalism in America and Europe, and these plays can be also 

read as cautionary tales about the dangers of nationalism the world is experiencing 

 
8 Ben Rantley, “Review: Stephen Rea Is One Really Mad Man in Cyprus Avenue,” New York Times, 25 

June 2018, <https://www. nytimes.com/2018/06/25/theater/cyprus-avenue-review-stephen-rea.html> 17 

July 2020.  

 

9 Mark Lawson , “David Ireland: 'I find It Hard to End my Plays Without Violence',” 

www.theguardian.com , 18 Feb 2019, <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-

cyprus-avenue-violence > 4 July 2020. 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/feb/18/david-ireland-cyprus-avenue-violence
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today. All in all, it can be concluded that comedy can be used to tackle sensitive issues 

and bring forward a change of perspective. 
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